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mien we find in the prose of Lodge, and Nash, and Dekker the rolicking good
humor of 3chool boys, the buoyant, unabashed enthusiasm of youth, the
almost total
disregard for or ignorance of the high standards of taste in literature,
we are
apt, from our heights of sophisticated omniscience, either to
condemn it all as
unworthy our serious attention or to patronize it as the exuberance of
an
unrefined, undisciplined age. We are even tempted to express surprised
hauteur
for a reading public which seemed to find pleasure in the frank,
sometimes
delightfully naive, satire of "The Guls Horn -Booke" and the romance in
the
stories of Lodge and which could, at the same time, enjoy the harsh, ribald
coarseness of most Elizabethan and Jacobean pampleteers. We are still more
often
led to scorn as inelegant the general lack of delicate appreciation
and fine
sensibility which these rough children of a youthful age showed. But this
complacent dismissal of such a large body of effort as merely immature does
justice neither to critic nor writer. The age, if it was young in aspirations,
in accomplishments was also at the adolescent stage when it contained
the
embryo of most later developments in prose and verse. Now it almost
defies
sympathetic understanding at the same time that it invite* intelligent
appreciation. For such understanding and appreciation the prose of the period
contains the touchstone.
Tho the pictures of rogues and all kinds of middle class people
in the
great dramas have always given us an image which we have
accepted as adequate,
the representation has been aecessarily colored by the
principle of dramatic
selection and the exigencies of dramatic presentation.
We are, however, content
to assume that, barring cettain important variations
of convention, of custom,
of social rites, the upper strata of society,
the court circle and its large

fringe, has remained for centuries essentially the same in its general tone.
Tho this same stratum has been completely subverted from time to time by
magnetic personalities and social upheavals, these changes, when depicted, do not
bring the age before us with a kaleidoscopic vividness. To read of these various
rapid transformations in the life of the upper few wakes only a cold kind of
response; but to see a typical sixteenth century gull parading his vanities and
conceits in an ordinary, to be taken confidentially into the tricks of the gentle
act of horse-stealing and of "hooking", to be brought face to face with plague
stricken London, to be made an intimate observer of all the dominating domestic
complications of the day, to have before us a 4 x 6 camera picture of dress,
dinners, tavern carouses, gives us London in all its multifarious human activities.
All this Thomas Dekker and his associates, who lived and wrote close to the soil
of city life, have left us. The picture is not only real and, for the most part,
convincing; but it is also enlightening because it conveys a feeling of
life-likeness.
Almost everything that is worth saying about the spirit of this complex age
of Elizabeth has been reiterated until it is commonplace. The bright light of
Renaissance culture streaming over England in the fifteenth and sixteenth
centuries brought with it a civilizing and refining influence which is
comparable to almost no other in the history of civilization. At the beginning
of the sixteenth century three great monarchs sat on the thrones of Europe
—
Henry VIII of England, Francis I of France, and Charles V of Spain and Germany.
Great deeds came thundering onto the calendar of events with such rapidity that
the modern chronicler finds himself overwhelmed when he attempts to recall their
significance. The vast new continents that had been discovered set men's hearts
beating to the new tune of possible Utopias; the work of Titian, and Michael
IAngelo,
and Raphael in its grandeur and richness awakened the slumbering flames
of men's aspirations for beauty; the fall of Constantinople sent a deluge of Greek
art, and literature, and learning over Europe and gave men's minds the new impetus

3of a developed culture. In Germany Luther was posting his placard on the doors
of the church of Wittenberg; in Italy St. Peter's Church was being evolved from
the minds of the geniuses of the world simultaneously with the unhampered but
overbearing lordship of Leo X, the most learned, most vicious, most brilliant of
Italian princes and Popes. With this extraordinary beginning the century marched
on to its close arrayed in the majestic garment of illustrious names and great
accomplishments. At the high pinnacle of success stand Shakespeare, and Jonson,
and Spenser. Their work in its entirety presents the realization in art of the
varied ideals which were the outgrowth of a many-sided human experience. But,
with the lesser men of this same period, the crown of laurels, usually worn only
by the literary lights, must be shared. Dekker, Lodge, Nash all contributed to
the lights and shades of this great era of achievement. If Dekker had "poetry
enough for anything" as Lamb said he had, and if his prose, tho it is often
slipshod and careless, did manage "to struggle or shuffle through with such
occasionally admirable and memorable results,"
1
his title to consideration and
a certain amount of fame rests on no unstable ground.
The London which nurtured Dekker and for whose edification and amusement he
published his prose tracts had in the last quarter of the sixteenth century taken
o|
a new, vastly more complex character. It had become, after the fall of
Antwerp
in 1576, the center of European commerce and hence the meeting place of the
rich
men of all classes. The immense influx of wealth, which always accompanies
the
establishment of a commercial center, expended itself partly on all kinds of
social extravagance and ostentation, and partly on travel — mostly to Italy,
2
"the cradle of the renascence and the school of courtesy."
1. Swinburne, A.C. The Age of Shakespeare 90.
2. Routh, Harold V. Cambridge History of English Literature. IV 362.

4But for this rapid growth of cosmopolitanism, London paid her full price in
youthful dissipation and ribald cynicism. The problems of living and the abuses
of conventional standards, which followed on the heels of increasing population
and wealth, offered a brilliant opportunity to the group of young wits who sought
by the aid of the pen to satisfy the craving both for bread and reputation. The
way to immediate success, however, was complicated by the spread of schools and
education and the consequent increased interest in things literary, and by the
developing fashion of introducing the results of reading into every day
conversation. "Their (the rising generation of wits) task was to interpret the
features of London social life and, at the same time, to gratify the existing
tendency towards literary style and conversational witticisms. In their efforts
to meet this double demand, they created a literature of comment and observation
1
which was, eventually, to evolve some of the best work in the language."
To this general class Dekker belonged. His prose, which was undoubtedly very
popular at the time of its publication, did, however, meet the fate of most
"quick" literary productions. The last few years of the sixteenth and the early
years of the seventeenth centuries were filled to overflowing with just this sort
of prose pamphlet. Young men were supplying the printer with material as fast as
he could use it, and the public, always eager for something new, was willing to
read hastily and cast aside readily as long as its entertainers watered liberally
the ever flowing stream of invertive, social satire, crude narrative, and light
moral instruction. Most of Dekker' s tracts were printed not more than once.
Even the most valuable and amusing of all, "The Guls Horn-Booke", was not called
into a second edition. "The Batchelars Banquet" was reprinted as late as 1660.
These facts are more intelligible when we remember that pamphlets were printed
by private presses, and that there was no such regularity in appearance and
definiteness of managership's regulates the modern press. The pamphlet may have
1. Cambridge History of English Literature IV 363-4.

5had a chance to make only one appearance before some fatal accident ruined the
type or the machinery. Also, the increasing sophistication of both public and
writer demanded in the place of this "gutter journalism" more mature forms. The
familiar letters of James Howell, the essays of Francis Osborne, of Lord
Clarendon, of Jeremy Collier all break away from these simple pictures of the
London streets; and, tho they are often more tedious, more formal, more
uninterest
ing, they do show that the rolicking humor, the genial but often coarse
portrayal
of London life was failing in its widespread, popular appeal, and that there
was
a public, gradually increasing in importance, which demanded that its entertain-
ment and instruction be flavored with a smack of pedantry, or at least somewhat
subordinated to the salutary effects of learned taste. The organs of
expression became more complex, and the material less generally an interpretation
of social life. After the sixth decade of the seventeenth century Dekker
seems,
then, to drop out almost completely not only from reprints, but also from the
minds of critics. His complete non-dramatic works were first collected
comparatively late in the nineteenth century, 1884, by Alexander B. Grosart.
Lodge, and Greene, and Nash were all edited and published at about this time.
Dekker' s prose, tho it has survived in a somewhat different way from that
of the other sixteenth century pamphleteers, has found in most succeeding
generations some very slight attention and appreciation. At times critics are
wont to forget that he really did write prose and to concentrate the efforts
which they deem him worthy of on his dramas. However, most of the judgments
concerned with the value of his dramatic works are equally applicable to the
prose, for the same muse which inspired the former also produced the latter,
changed somewhat by the different demands of prose material and the exigencies
of prose style. The consensus of opinion agrees in general with Mr.
E. H.
Shepherd when he says that the life of Thomas Dekker is "a sad story
of genius
allied to misfortune; of a man of the rarest gifts and insights whom
the iron

tyranny of circumstances prevented from "being wise for himself. Even the guerdon
of Fame seemed as if it were to evade him. The renewed impulse toward the
early poets (and prose writers) has at last awakened a long slumbering curiosity;
hut two centuries were to elapse after Thomas Dekker was laid in his grave before
his immortal contributions to the English drama were destined to he placed within
the reach of general readers."
1
However, "ever since attention was directed to
Dekker in any way, the best authorities have been unamimous in his praise.
Lamb's famous outburst of enthusiasm that he had 'poetry enough for anything'
2
has been soberly endorsed by two generations of the best judges." True it is
that two generations of sound critics have stamped Dekker' a efforts
with their
approval, but each critic, in his turn, has placed some decided restriction
on
his approbation. Only occasionally in the seventeenth century is there
a brief
and generally, unsympathetic mention of him. Edward Phillipa in his
Theatrum
Poetarum Anglicanorum in 1675 says only that Dekker was "a high flier
in wit".
Most of the criticism of this century takes cognizance of his playa alone.
The critics of the nineteenth century vary their tone of sanction, or
at
least of acceptance, from hearty praise with limitation to condescending
mention with spurts of admiration. There are, however, several well
defined
lines of cleavage which the bulk of this criticism follows, and Dekker' s
greatest
faults as well as his positive virtues have been adequately recognized.
His
faults undoubtedly were unevenness of execution, weakness of structure,
and
lack of seriousness. But even in the enumeration of deflects critics
differ.
Ernest Rhys in his introduction to the Mermaid Edition of Dekker' s plays
says,
"He never attained the serious conception of himself and his dignity
as a worker
which every poet, every artist must have who would take effect
proportionate
1. Shepherd, R. H. Dramatic Works of Thomas Dekker.
Introduction XLVII.
2. Saintsbury, George. A History of Elizabethan Literature
200.

7to his genius. He never seemed to become conscious in any
enduring way of his
artistic function, and he constantly threw aside under the pressure
of the
moment, those standards of excellence which none knew better than
he how to
estimate."
1
Swinburne, who seems to be obsessed with the idea of the same some-
what serious fault in Dekker, after a few remarks on the difficulty
of classifying
him, launches forth into an exalted discussion. "The grace
and delicacy,
(evidently only in his poetry) the sweetness and spontaneity of
his genius are
not more obvious and undeniable than the many defects which
impair, and the
crowning deficiency which degrades it."
2
This deficiency, Swinburne thinks, is
the utter lack of self-respect and respect for his art, the lack of the
great
gift of seriousness, of noble ambition. With this gift "he must have won
an
undisputed instead of a questionable place among the immortal writers of
his age.
But this gift had been so absolutely withheld from him by nature or withdrawn
from him by circumstance that he has left us not one single work
altogether
worthy of the powers now revealed now eclipsed, now suddenly radiant and
now
the 3
utterly extinct, in/ various and voluminous array of his writings."
Nevertheless
Swinburne admits that "If he wanted - as undoubtedly he seemed to
have wanted -
that • infinite capacity for taking pains' which Carlyle proposed
to regard as the
synonym of genius, he was at best not deficient in that rough-and-ready
diligence which is habitually in harness, and cheerfully or resignedly
prepared
for the day' s work. "4 And, "To do justice upon the faults of this poet is
easy for the sciolist; to do justice to his merits is less easy for the most
1. Ernest Rhys, XLIII - XLIV
2. Swinburne, A. C. Age of Shakespeare, 61.
3. Swinburne, A. C. Age of Shakespeare, 63.
4 . Swinburne , 109
.

8competent scholar and the most appreciative critic. In despite of his rare
occasional spurts or outbreaks of self assertion or of satire, he seems to stand
before us a man of gentle, modest, shiftless, and careless nature, irritable and
placable, eager and unsteady, full of excitable kindliness and deficient in
strenuous principle; loving the art which he professionally followed, and
enjoying the work which he occasionally neglected.... What he has done, with all
its shortcomings and infirmities, is enough to secure for him a distinct and
honorable place among the humorists and the poets of his country."
1
Tho his defects are serious and his faults many, Dekker is "one of those
authors whose personal effect tends to outgo the purely artistic one. He has the
rare gift of putting heart into everything he says, and because of this abounding
heartiness of his, it is hard to measure him by the absolute standards of criticism
Indeed, after the endless shortcomings and disappointments of his verse and prose
have been estimated and written against him, he remains, after all has been set
2
down, still the same lovable, elusive being, a man of genius, a child of nature.
"And most critics agree that he was the type of the prodigal in literature,- the
kind-hearted, irresponsible poet whom we all know and love and pardon seventy
times seven."3 This sympathy with Dekker is, primarily, the result of the
simple humanity in his "works which have a sense of brightness and human encourage-
ments whose charm remains when many more careful movements of literary effort are
forgotten."4 The accumulation of consent on this one point leaves the reader of
Dekker criticism with the very definite impression that here at least, Dekker is
preeminently supreme. He is repeatedly referred to as "a man whose inbom
1. Swinburne, 110-111.
2. Rhys, Ernest, VIII.
3. Rhys, Ernest, XLIII.
4. Rhys, Ernest, XLIII.

9sweetness and gleefulness of soul carried him through all vexations and miseries
which would have crushed a spirit less hopeful, cheerful, and humane There is
an innocency in his coarseness, and a brisk, bright good-nature chirps in his
very scurrility. In the midst of distresses of all kinds he still seems like
his own 'Fortunatus' all felicity up to the brim."
1 But even before tardy
attention had been turned to him, and while criticswera still
expatiating on the
merits of the other Elizabethan dramatists, Dekker is referred to
in a footnote
as "a hopeful, cheerful, humane spirit who turned vexations
and miseries into
commodities.
"
2 He is elsewhere characterized as "honest with his
easy-going
sensibilities and facile touch on human feeling.
<* Mr. W. M. Dixon makes all
this very concrete by saying, "To the mental energy
and literary facility of
Defoe, he added the impractical temperament,
the genial kindliness, the happy
heart of Goldsmith.... It would be absurd to
claim for him the intellectual
range, the sure-footed judgment or unerring taste of
the great masters, and
perilous to assert that his faults become him; yet, from
his very artlessness
there shines a charm denied to better considered and far
more perfect work. By
the way of unaffected simplicity, Dekker almost
captured greatness, and, while
some of his fellows have secured a larger share of
the admiration of posterity,
he has crept into more affectionate remembrance."
4
As a consequence of this deep and sincere sympathy with
suffering and
sorrowful humanity, this tender lovableness and genuine
simplicity, Dekker has
succeeded in portraying for us Elizabethan England with
the sure strokes of the
artist who lives, and feels, and is true. "Eis artistic
sincerity has resulted
1. Whipple, Edwin P., The Literature of the
Age of Elizabeth, 131,132.
2. Welsh
3. Symonds, J. A., Introduction to Mermaid
Edition of Marlowe's Plays.
4. Dixon, W. M. , Chapman, Mars tori Dekker.
Cambridge History of English Literature, VI,
II, 58-59, b<J bo.
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In a picture of life as he aaw it, unequalled by its sentiment for its
living
»pirit of tears and laughter aw well as for its outspoken truth. His homely
realism "brings before us all the pleasant every day bustle of the Elizabethan
street." 1 And in truth "Dekker' s homely pictures of by-gone life have all the
realism of Dutch paintings; deficient as they are in composition and execution,
we trace behind them a kindly human heart, like that of Steele or Goldsmith,
which draws up to the writer despite evident faults of style and flaws of
;haracter."2 "His prose is a vertable mannual of the lower life of London
of
the times of Elizabeth and James." 3 Also, "there is good meat in what Dekker
irrote; he had humor; he had pluck; he had a gift for using words - to sting or to
praise or to beguile one. There are traces not only of a Dickens flavor in
him,
but of a Lamb flavor as well; and there is reason to believe that, like
both these
latter humorists, he made his conquests without the support of a university
education. 4 He was many-sided, not only literary-wise, but also
conscious-wise.
It seems incredible that one who should write the coarse things which appear in
his Batchelar's Banquet should also have elaborated, with pious unction
(that
reminds us of Jeremy Taylor) the saintly invocations of theftmre Birds of
Noah's
Ark, and as for his Dream it shows in parts luridness of color which
reminds us
of our own Wigglesworth. It is however, as a social photographer
that I wish
to call special attention to Dekker; indeed his touches upon chess,
dinners,
bear-bating, watermen, Walks at Powles, Spanish boots, tavern orgies -
tho largely
ironical and much exaggerated, doubtless have the same elements of
nature in them
1. Rhys, XLV.
2. Morley, Henry, English Writers, II, 290-291.
3. Saintsbury, George, Social England, edited by Traill, IV, i, 152.
4. Miss Hunt quotes from MA Knight 1 s Conjuring "the passages about the
bay-trees to show Dekker' s familiarity with literature. She concludes
from this that he not only had a love for poetry and an intelligent
appreciation of his contemporaries, but also that he was familiar with
the poetry of Chaucer and Spenser.

which people catch now with their pocket detective cameras.
"
x
"More versatile, whimsical, and even more prolific than either of the foregoing
writers, perhaps not
jxcepting Greene, was Thomas Dekker; who was firing off his noisy squibs for
apwards of thirty years The greater part of Dekker 1 s miscellaneous pieces,
for I hope to he spared the reading of his dramatic ones, are equally curious and
Instructive to the philologist. 1,2 If we consider that this statement damns
with faint praise, we have only to remember that it was written very early in the
:entury when the tracts had not been adequately edited, and when appreciation of
sixteenth century prose was still in an uncertain state.
The only estimate which the editor of the complete non-dramatic works makes is
this: "The main quick element to-day of them all is their substantively racy
English, graphic character and manners painting, capital stories, gleams of swift
wit and drollery, and now and again sage and serious apothegms and felicitous
phrasings. . . . Occasionally, there are bits of nature painting which suggest that
the author made escapes to the country, perhaps with 'strolling companies'.
)ccasionally, too, there are proofs of his heart being in the right place - e.g.
lis pleading against the cruelty of baiting a "blind bear, his pitifulness for
widows, orphans, debtors, and his passion of compassion for the neglected or
oppressed poor. His indignation against usurers pulsates with a noble wrath.
3
le was a whole-brained, whole-hearted Englishman."
Because the conscious attempt definitely to place Dekker in the literary
lierarchy of the time is almost impossible, critics have contented themselves
fith colorless valuations and only occasional comparisons with his contemporaries
.n prose. Jusserand thinks that "He went far beyond the picturesqueness of
1. Mitchell, Donald G.
,
English Lands, Letters, Kings, I, 287-91.
2. Dibdin, E. E. , The Library Companion, 594.
3. Grosart, Alexander B.
,
V, 19.
;
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Nashe's word painting, and reached in his prose, as well as in his verse, true
lyrical emotion and pathos; he had, said Lamh, 'poetry enough for anything' and
while Nashe's gaiety, true and hearty as it is, takes often and naturally a bitter
satiric turn, Dekker' s takes a pretty, graceful, fanciful turn."
1 It is partially
true that "his prose presupposes the pamphlets of Nashe and his plays the example
of Marlowe, Greene, and evenLyly; yet the direct influence of these predecessors
on his imagination and method does not seem to have been very markedly formative,
Greene's perhaps excepted."
2
"He was much less of a born prose writer than Nash.
His best work was done in verse, and, while he was far Nash's superior not merely
in poetical expression but in creative grasp of character, he was entirely
destitute of Nash's incisive and direct faculty of invective. Nevertheless, his
work is memorable among the prose works of the time."
Thus, critical estimate of Dekker appreciate, sometimes almost rhapsodical ly,
his genial personality; his invaluable realistic pictures of London, which have
added so much to the information concerning sixteenth and seventeenth century
England; his natural effusions which savor so strongly of genius. He has been
regarded on the whole, simply as the child of a very youthful age. There has
been no serious attempt made either to connect his prose definitely with the
currents of popular prose of the time, or to relate him concretely with later
tendencies, possibly with the development of the essay. The writer in the
Dictionary of National Biography says that "his numerous prose tracts, aside from
their sterling literary interest, are simply invaluable for the information they
contain concerning the social life of Elizabethan and Jacobean times."
1. Jusserand, J. J., English Novel in the Time of Shakespeare,
332.
2. Gayley English Comedies, 12-13.
3. Saintsbury, George, History of Elizabethan Literature,
235-36.
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Just exactly what this sterling literary interest is has never been explained.
The purpose of this paper will be then to examine the prose tracts of Thomas
Dekker with a view to comparing with other prose writers the content, devices,
and the general tone; to make more concrete just exactly what his contributions
were to the picture of the social customs of the age; and to relate his prose to
the elements of the essay.

2
Thomas Dekker was born in London1 "almost certainly in 1572", and.altho
the exact date of his death is unknown, no traces of him remain after 1638. He
is not known to have had any education beyond the grammar school, a short term in
that "university where men pay more dear for their wit than anywhere" - the
Counter of Ponetry from which Henslowe succeeded in releasing him in 1598 - and an
intimate acquaintance with the charms of the country. No other source of income
can be definitely assigned Dekker except the meagre payments which he received
from his plays and prose tracts. He began to write for Henslowe probably about
1596, 2 for the first definite notice of him is in Henslowe* s "Diary"
January,
1597-98: "Lent unto Thomas Dowton, the 8 of Jenewary 1597, twenty shillinges,
to by a booke of Mr. Dickers, xxxs,"
4
and continued this connection till about
1602. 2 During this time he wrote eight or more plays by himself and more than
twenty in conjunction with Wilson, Drayton, Chettle, Jonson, Haughton, Day,
Munday, Hathway, Middle ton, Webster, Heywood, and others. This enormous dramatic
production was, for a time between 1603 and 1625, partly supplemented by the
writing of prose. But even such a prolific pen did not keep him out of debt and
prison. In 1613 he was confined to King's Bench prison and was forced to remain
there until 1616. That he was not averse to dependence upon friends for aid is
shown by his letters to Edward Alleyn which generally thank him "for the last
remembrance of love"5 or petition for assistance and send laudatory verses of
1. He implies this in "The Seven Deadly Sinnes" and in"A Rod for Run-Awayes".
2. Hunt, "Thomas Dekker" 198.
3. Dekker and Middleton, "The Roaring Girle"
4. Dictionary of National Biography of Art. Dekker.
5. Memories of Edward Alleyn, 186.
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some kind. 1 Numerous references "by Henslowe to sums lent to get Thomas Dekker out
of prison also show that perhaps Dekker, like most of his associates, was very
careless in his hand-to-mouth existence and that he probably lacked the ability,
or even the desire, to manage his practical affairs expediently. However small
his business ability may hav* been or however carelessly erratic he may have
proved himself, it is certain that he must have proved a warm, loyal, wholehearted
friend and a lively, genial companion. It is not hard to imagine that he was
always enthusiastically welcomed into any gathering of gay wits and that his death
made an appreciable gap in the group with which he happened then to be associated.
Dekker* s variety and versatility have already become commonplaces of
criticism. Because he was able to write fairly good verses, some most commendable
plays, and prose of varying degrees of excellence, his many-sided genius is
generally admitted. But on the diversity of his prose alone the same judgment
might be passed. Tho he did not use all the various devices of the pamphleteers
of his age and tho he has failed to give us prose on some of the conventional
subjects of the day and in some of the conventional forms, he has succeeded to an
amazing degree in most of the forms and in a large majority of the subjects of
contemporary interest. But not alone for substance and for facility in using
forms is Dekker' s prose distinguished. From the noble elevation of feeling and
deeply pious sincerity of the "Four Birds of Noah's Ark" to the coarseness and
grossness of some of the stories there is a range of interest, of personality,
and of artistic sensibility which is usually associated with much greater genius
than could ever be claimed for Dekker even by his most enthusiastic admirers.
However, any list of sixteenth century prose types will very quickly eliminate
Dekker as a material contributor to many of them. He has written, in the first
place, no defense of poetry or of any of the arts and no literary appreciations.
This fact does not mean that he was not an ardent lover of all kinds of beauty,
1. Memories of Edward Alleyn, 130-131.
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beauty in poetry, in religion, and in common life, nor that, in spite of his all
too freouent hack work, he had any mean appreciation of the high function and
value of the art which he both enriched and degraded.
The critical activities of the age did, it is true, arise from controversy,
from the necessity of vindicating the literary art against the attacks of the
Puritans. As a result of this origin the defense followed two definite lines of
cleavage. It gave either historical testimony in favor of poetry or evidences of
its moral force and artistic nature. Of course, Sidney's famous "Apologie" on
this subject summarized all the principal positive doctrine which the thot of the
age contained and omitted the shallow rhetorical vein, the abuse ,and the conmon-
place discussions of prosody so generally repeated by the lesser men of critical
beatU Nash and Lodge were the only pamphleterrs who made any inroads at all
into the field of literary criticism. Lodge's "Defense of Poetry", or "Eeply
to Stephen Gosson' s Schoole of Abuse", contributes its share to the historical
testimony side of criticism, but it lacks originality and freshness of ideas and
novelty of treatment. It is merely another example of the futile type of reply
which has no positive value and which seems to have as its only object contempt
and offensive abuse intermixed with a few wordy literary allusions. In this case
all the allusions are to classical sources, none to English poetry and drama.
The feeble attempt at vindicating the art is made in comparatively small compass,
and consists of such convincing defense as: mrnsic should be esteemed because all
the learned poets and philosophers have liked it, and then a long list of those
ancient ones who did value it highly; 1 or, Gosson cannot critize because he
knows nothing about the arts. 2 The whole burden of the tract is invective.
Gosson is "shameless", a "hypocrite", a "monstrous chicken without a head".
The
"Preface to Greene's Menaphon" and the "Preface to Sidney's
Astrophel and Stella"
1. Lodge, Works, IX, 34-25.
2. Lodge, Works, IX, 30-31.
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ire the only two avowedly critical tracts by Nashe, tho part of his "The
inatomie of Absurdity"* and his "Strange Newes", which is only a detailed answer
to Harvey's "Foure Letters", are also attempts at criticism. The first Preface
.3 practically nothing more than a somewhat scathing censure of the negligence
>f the contemporary practitioners of art, and the latter is chiefly an eulogy
touched, at times, in most extravagent terms. 2 For Dekker' s failure to contribute
;o this branch of prose there may be many conjectures. Perhaps his sunny
Lisposition did not thrive in the rank garden of abuse and invective, for the only
;ime when he did find himself mixed up in a quarrel, he managed to do his share
rery effectively by the use of good-natured humor. Or perhaps his exact literary
aiowledge and lack of a classical education were too limited to make feasible a
Lefense in the traditional method of extended allusion to the classics.
In the great quarrels which absorbed the energies and wits of so many men of
lis day Dekker also took no part. To the Marprelate Controversy he adds nothing.
!he brilliant gift of Nashe for vituperation and torrential eloquence in expression
)ekker does not share to any noticeable extent. Nashe' s "Apologie to Pierre
:ennylesse" is a distinct advance in the art of abuse because of the connotation
>f its images and its magnificent sarcasm. His "Strange Newes" contains a
>urlesque dedication to "Maister apis lapis" and an ordered, detailed attack on
;he substance of Harvey's "Pour Letters". His "Have With You to Saffron - Walden"
.s a reply to "Pierce's Supererogation" and to the "New Letter of Notable Contents",
>oth by Harvey, but it is really a concentrated attack on his opponent's person
1. The part beginning "Zeuxes, being about to drawl the counterfet of Juno
assembled all the Agigentive Maydes".
2. Examples of this: "Put out your Candle*, you Poets and Rimers,
and bequeath your crazed quaterzeyns to the Chaundlers; for loe, here he
cometh that hath broken your leges. Apollo hath resigned his Ivory
Harp unto Astrophel". IX, 330.
3. The quarrel with Ben Johson when Dekker published his "Satiromastix" in
answer to Johson' s "The Poetaster".
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and behavior. A dialogue "between four speakers who "criticize Harvey's style and
make merry over his humble origin, ttl an oration consisting of scraps from his work
ridiculing his style, and a burlesque biography form the elements of this
consummate invective and ingenius rhetoric. Many of Nashe's other tracts, such
as "The Countercuff Given to Martin Junior" and "The Return of Pasquill", are also
simply attacks and personal abuse. Other pamphleteers wrote the same sort of
prose, but their efforts have been assigned to practical oblivion because they
were not animated by the sharp genius which raised Nashe's railings into the
realm of literature.
Dekker also has written nothing in the manner so frequently used by Breton,
the set discourse on the collection of popular proverbs, sentences, and aphorisms.
Breton' s "Crossing of Proverbs" which is merely a statement and contradiction of
popular proverbs; his " A Post with a Packet of Nead Letters" only a set of
letters ready composed for all occasions; his "Praise of Vertuous Ladies and
Gentlewomen" an ordered refutation of the various commonplace charges perennially
brot against women are all in the same vein as "Greene's "The Moral Exchange"
and many other such collections of pithy and popular ideas. Breton's collections
are, for the most part, written for the lower middle class and so they contain
only homely wisdom and conventional morality. Greene's collection is merely a
set of moral aphorisims, translated chiefly from the Italian, interspersed with
sentences and disputes.
1. Cambridge History of English Literature, IV, 374.
2. "The Short and pithie sentences, fit to be applied to those purposes
for which the former prayers (in "The Pour Birds of Noah's Ark")
are made" is an exception to this general statement. Here the
sentences are taken from Ambrose, Gregory, Augustine, JPjJ^;?!™* ra »
!S differ so radically from the ordinary collection of
aphorisms
both in spirit and intent that they hardly give
Dekker a place in
this kind of writing.
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There are also other forms of popular prose, perhaps of a lower level of merit
and of less enduring qualities, on the whole, than most of what Dekker wrote, not
to he found among his many tracts. The popular jests on city personalities, jests
on city localities, and "burlesques which must have absorbed for a long time the
interest of a large part of the reading public and which must have come rattling
off of the pens of so many prolific writers, are now almost completely sunk out
of sight. The reason is, of course, obvious. Most of such writing was occasional,
lacking the qualities necessary for survival, and was only superficial reading,
entertaining for the moment but futile when the interest which had aroused it
became yesterday's history. The growing interest in city life, with the consequent
increasing curiosity about other men's lives and all the various sides of
metropolitan existence, was played upon by the use of ingenius devices for
demanding attention. One writer calling himself "Kind-Kit of Kingstone" adapted
the tales from "Decameron" and the "Romance of the Seven Sages" to public taste
by putting them into the mouths of 3ome fishwives who after a day's business in
London were returning home in a boat. The stories are mixed with descriptions
of the tellers and with the comments of the company.* However, the jests on city
localities are not so abundant here as in the burlesque review of the follies of
the age in "Pimlyco, or Runne Red Cap". Generally the material in these lyrical
outbursts somewhat resembles that in the city pamphlets of Dekker, but the purpose
toad consequently the emphasis are entirely different. The interest in city
personalities is similarily shown in Ferris' "The Most Dangerous and Memorable
ftdventux-e
"
, in "Kemp's Nine days Wonder", and in Braithwaite 1 s verse, "Baraabee's
Journal".
The absence of all of these types of prose in Dekker we do not seriously
regret; but when from Greene's many autobiographical references a comparatively
iefinite story of his life and a full appreciation of his temperament and
personality can be reconstructed, the loss of such concrete facts and such definite
1. See Camb.Hist. of Eng. Lit. IV, chap. XVI.
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information for Dekker is most regrettable. The few indirect autobiographical
allusions tell us only that he was born and nurtured in London and that he had
been a man of letters for some time when he published in 1613 "Match Mee in
London". Other details must be gathered from Henslowe's "Diary" and from
a few scattered bits of correspondence. A picture of his personality must be
patched together entirely from the indirect evidence of his work. But in Greene's,
"Mourning Garnet" there is a retelling of the Prodigal Son story adapted to the
writer's own bitter experiences. Its contrition Greene knew might not be
accepted as sincere by those who knew his life, but the modern reader has no
trouble in discerning the touches of personal anger against the devices used by
seducers of innocent and susceptible youths and can accept the entreaty to the
reader at the end to receive his new resolutions and forget his old errors.
"Never Too Late" gives even more definite knowledge of Greene's life, for here
the events of the story, which is told in the first person, are authenticated by
the known facts of his external life gathered from other sources. Personal
feeling and the desire to reform are also strikingly incorporated in digressions
of a vehement nature. The two autobiographical pamphlets written on his deathbed,
the "Groatsworth of Wit" and "The Repentance of Robert Greene", are both reviews
of the main events of his life, the former in story form, and are both filled
with bitter sorrow and lamentation over the dissipations and wrong-doings of his
life. In these tracts, tho the incidents may be colored by the terror and
despair which Greene seems to feel at the imminences of death, there is a more or
less perfect picture of a complex personality - of perhaps otherwise incompre-
hensible inconsistencies - of a man who lived three hundred years ago. What
such pamphlets from Dekker might have been we can only guess. Surely they would
have been invaluable not only for the concrete facts which they would contain,
but also for the abundance of laughter and tears and for the jovial recognition
of the follies and foibles which they would comprise.
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Dekker did not, then, write literary criticism, controversial pamphlets,
burlesques, collections of aphorisms, or autobiographical tracts. But this fact
does not imply that his prose lacks diversity. He has, actually, followed the
contemporary fashions in prose and he has infused fresh life into most of what he
has adopted. One of these fashions was jest-books. In the early sixteenth
century jest-books had already made use of the popular craving for story telling
and the increasing interest which men, gradually accumulating in cities, felt in
their neighbor's affairs. The general tendency of these short stories had been
to give preference to the growing realistic interest at the expense of the ever-
prevalent romantic and heroic. They had centered about the incidents of daily
intercourse and the conditions of daily life. For the most part, they were the
old familiar jokes on women, on the crudity of peasants, on the faithlessness of
married men and women, and on the meanness of the clergy. Generally, too, they
came to be connected definitely with some personality. These tales seem now to
be only gross and obseene and on the whole lacking in merriment. The earliest
of these jest-books, printed about 1526, was a miscellany called MA C. Mery Talys".
The stories in it were told in the very simplest manner, very often with a
minimum of point. "The Merie Tales of Master Skelton" imitated several continental
collections made by Todovico Dominichi which grouped themselves around a
particularly humorous or a particularly witty knave. A more perfect type of this
same sort of writing was printed in 1565 and called "The Geystes of Skoggan".
There are, of course, innumerable other examples in this century of the same sort
of attempts to please the popular tastes. 1 But it fell to the later sixteenth
and early seventeenth century, which inherited these anecdotes and stories of
wild antics, to vary the form and to enlarge upon the subject matter. Of course,
1. For a complete list of sixteenth and seventeenth century jest-books
see William Carew Haglitt's "Bibliography of Old English Literature," 299-
301, the bibliography in the Camb. Hist, of Eng. Lit., Ill, 554-555,
and in IV, 602-3.
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the same ribald interest in insolence and knavery, in the triumph of disreputable
wit over honest stupidity, and in cmas horse-play is used to awaken an ever-
present response from the lower classes. In the "Merry Conceited Jests of George
Peele" 1 the stories of the tricks which George Peels and his companions played
on all kinds of people in all situations are only the old jests made modem and
palatable by adaptation to the changed customs and environment of London life.
Tarlton's "Jests" are practically the same thing, but the author (unknown) has
made use of the familar trip-to-purgatory device and has, after describing what
he found there, varied the butt of his jokes by telling them on the people he saw
in purgatory. This device has enabled him to bring more spice into his rude tales
and to color the same joke with a slightly different point of view. The "Jests to
Make You Merie"2 , 1607, written by Dekker and John Wilkins follow the same
tradition. But if the book had contained only the sixty jests which follow the
inadequate definition of a jest, it would hardly be worth noting here, for some
are extremely dull and stupid, some are simply vile and insipid. The ones which
1. Complete title is:"Merrie Conceited Jests: of George Peele, Gentleman,
sometimes a student at Oxford, wherein is shewed the course of his life,
how he lived: a man very well known in the citie of London and elsewhere."
1527.
2. The address "To the Reader" because it deals with the difficulty of
getting stationers to take books for the rapidly changing tastes of
the Pawles Church-Walkers is interesting. "Go to one and offer a copy,
if it be merrie, the man likes no light stuffe, if sad, it will not sell.
Another meddles with nothing but what fits the time. I wold have his
shop stuft with nothing but proclamations, because he lyes in the wind
only for the change of weather. " Also this address contains one of the
infrequent allusions to literary modes and men found in Dekker 1 s prose.
His attitude toward satirists is interesting not only because he seemed
to have such high respect for Nashe, but also because he was himself a
mild kind of scratcher on paper. Perhaps the difference between !Ta3he
and the others is no place better explained than here. "Of those
sharp-toothed dogs you shall find me none. I hold no whip in my hand,
but a soft fether, and there drops rather water than gall out of my
quill."
(For the connection of this sentence with contemporary publications
see Collier "Bibliographical and Critical Account of Early English
Literature", II, 272.
)
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engage our attention most now are those which are connected with the plays,
theatres, and actors of the time and which convey information of some kind. The
seventeenth, for instance, gives a peculiarly realistic snap-shot of the London
streets made intolerably dark by the pranks of youths on the old-fashioned
street light; the tenth expresses rather tersely the results of the great social
upheavals and consequent transitions which were rapidly changing the face of
London society when it says, "Knights had wont to "be better than pawnes, but
now a good pawne is better than a Knight";
1
and many others give such interesting
fleeting side-lights on the England of the age. The fourteenth jest because it
is so slow and lacks the vigor of most of Dekker's stories we are tempted to
assign to Wilkins, and the fourth and twentieth are worthy a hasty glance in order
to realize how dependent for point some of these are upon bad puns. Occasionally,
as in the twenty-second, there is good humor in them.
But as the full title of this tract shows
2 Dekker was not content merely to
retell stories or even to readapt to his purposes the many ancedotes which must
have swarmed in his fertile mind. In the second part of the book Cock Watt, the
spirit of Newgate, who has become well acquainted with all kinds of frauds and
deceits practised by sharpers, cut-purses, cozeners, etc., tells what he knows.
The purpose of Cock's exposures is to show the honest reader how easy it is to
be deceived. In fact Cock warns all men to be ready to indite guiltless eervants
and to suspect innocent children. Cock has been able to get his very valuable
secret information by gliding from "bed to bed, and boorde to boorde" in
Newgate and by taking from the head of every prisoner knowledge of the particular
tricks of his trade. In his visits he sees the pitiful plight of the miserable
ones who are the victims of the sins of pride, envy, lechery, and drunkenness.
1. Dekker evidently considered this a very good joke, for he has
incorporated it again in "A Knight's Conjuring", 32.
2. "Jests to ffake You Merie; with the Conjuring up of Cock Watt (the
walking spirit of Newgate) to tell Tales. Unto which is Added the
Miserie of a Prison, and a Prisoner. And a Paradox in praise of
Serjeants.
"
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Cock makes what he has learned valuable and practical by tracing the progress
of "shee-beasts" as they practise the modern art of shop-lifting in an altogether
approved style, by explaining thetrade and methods of the different species of
the genus thieves: of lifters, glimmers, reachers, foysts or pickpockets,
mils or breakehouses . Cock has made use of his powers of minute observation and
of selecting lively detail in narration so that his stories are still very
interesting reading. 1
The third part, "The Miserie of a Prison and a Prisoner", is made possible
by the ingenius device of having Cock Watt see everything that goes on in the
prison. He first sees a poor wretched soldier his "armes seven times folded
together, like a withered garland of willow, worn carelessly by a forsaken lover;
Sometimes did he unwind them, but then did his hands claspe each other so harde
that between them they embraced many witnesses; for now his eyes stood like
floating Islands compassed round with waters; his cheeks like Bankes to Rivers,
eaten hollow by cruell torments", moaning the less of his liberty. His complaint
becomes eloquent as he meditates his loss. "Oh sacred libertiei with how
little devotion do men come into thy temples when they cannot bestowe upon thee
too much honor! Thy embraces are more delicate than those of a young bride
with her lover, and to be devorced from thee is half to be damned. For what
else is a Prison but the very next doore to hel?"
2 Then Cock tells of "A
gallant that had spent much and learned little" who calls for a
pen and ink when
he is put in prison and writes a paradox against Serjeants in praise of
prisons.
The humor here, of course, comes from the complete paradoxical
tone. "Is not
a prison the only best schoole, (founded by our forefathers)
wherein is
learnt Experience? Experience breeds Wisedome, Wisedome is mother to
Honour,
Honour to Riches, Riches to Hearts - ease, so then on the
tree of Thraldome you
see you may gather the fruits of contentation.?. .
Look upon anything that is
1. Most of this material was later put into
the Bellnan books.
2. II, 340.
3. II, 352.
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worth the looking upon, and you may safely swear no Lord lives such a life as a
Prisoner: for note by what staires he climbes up to his state. At his first
entrance is he led through the streets in pomp, and the more coyle he keeps (I
speak it by experience, my braue garnish drinkers, vpon yesternights worke) the
more gallantly comes he in triumph, for their Clubbes are cryed; hee hath his
guarde of Halberders, then doe an hundred of Voluntaries followe at his heeles,
when before he could scarce keepe one man: being entred, the gates are strongly
shut, and there stands his Porters and double Porters, all whom he keepes in Fee:
his Cookes are ready to prouide his Diet, if his purse haue a stomach: his
Clarkes likewise are attendant in their offices; and all these do liue by him:
when he goes to bed, so carefull are they ouer his life and his foorth comming
againe, that he cannot lye downe but he is watcht."
1
3.
This analysis of Dekker's use of a rather rigid, stereotyped form is
suggestive of the orginality and novelty he was able to introduce into any type of
composition which the pressing necessity of the time compelled or wanton whim
induced him to write. But a complete understanding of his powers of varying old
forms and methods of treatment is possible only when we see just exactly what he
is able to do to other conventional modes of writing.
"The Foure Birds of Noah's Arke, viz.: 1. The Bove. 2. The Eagle. 3. The
Pellican. 4. The Phoenix", published ih 1613, is not one of Dekker's important
tracts. It demands special attention not because it throws any new light on
Dekker's powers, but because it does give a rare insight into a side of his
personality which is almost completely concealed by all the other prose. The
sixteenth and early seventeenth century prose writers did not find the prayer
a vehicle suitable to their ardent, healthy animal effusions. True, Breton
wrote a collection of prayers, the "Auspicante Jehova",
2 but it is done in the
1. II, 351.
2. 1597.
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aid style of taking some verse or chapter in the Bible as a text. Generally, tho
there are patches of geniune feeling, the prayers are rather commonplace. But the
book of prayers hy Dekker throws into unexpected clear relief the character of a
can which we otherwise get only at brief moments and in scattered snatches. His
piety, his gentleness of spirit, his sympathy with and compassion for all oppressed
and unprotected humanity are here epitomized. The contents of the book are briefly
summarized in the preface "To the Reader ". "Under the wings of the Dove, have I
put prayers, fitting the nature of the Loue, that is to say, simple Prayers, or
such as are fitting the mouthes of yong & the meanest people: and for such
blessings as they haue most need of. The Eagle soares more high, & in his beake
beareth vp to heauen supplications in behalfe of Kings and Rulers. The Pellican
carieth the figure of our Redemmer on the crosse, who shed his blood to nourish
vu (hee being the right Fellican): with the drops of which blood, Haue I writ
Prayers against all those deadly & capitall sinnes, to wash out whose foulenes
our Sauiour suffered that ignominious death. And lastly, in the spiced nest of
the Phoenix (in which Bird likewise is figured Christ risen againe) shalt thou
find a book written ful of Thanks & Wishes: of thankes for those benefits which
grow vnto vs by Christs death and resurrection: of Wishes, that hee would in
diuers gifts bestow those blessings vpon vs."
1
"The prayer of a little Childe
before he goeth to his study, or to echoole" is most moving in its simplicity.
All of the prayers of the Dove are slightly more commonplace, lacking on the
whole very much individuality because they are composed for types or classes of
persons. But the Eagle brings a more majestic dignity and his prayers are all
for the King, the Queen, the nobility, the Church, etc. The prayer for the
Council may bear some close resemblance in spirit to the religious
meditations
of the latter part of the century. The prayers of the Pelican and the
Phoenix
are more general, more untouched by human interest and personality.
The Pelican
1. V, 7.
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brings prayers against sloth, wrath, gluttony, for morning, for evening, efcc,
and the Phoenix "A Thanksgiving for all those "benefits which we reap by the
burial 1 of Christ."
4.
With the increase in luxury and the consequent rise of the middle class,
popular literature, demanding in the sixteenth century a place for itself in the
sun, reflects not only all the vagaries of an unlearned, untaught class but all
its superstitions, terrors, and fanaticisms as well. The great influx of learning
which the renascence brot to England and which, with only superficial knowledge,
we are so often tempted to brand as modem, was even in its spheres of influence
most simple and uncritical. However, we have constantly to reinemter that the
intellectual impress of the renascence made itself felt only on the upper strata
and that the large body of popular thot and production was still mediaeval in its
tone and form. It is so easy to confuse the aesthetic and intellectual movements
of the renascence with the popular tendencies and to be disproportionally stunned
by the brightness of the new light which was shining on England. The glamor of
magic, the fear of and belief in portents still shaped popular taste, guided
popular conduct, and played upon the popular imagination. But the most
dangerous side of all these tendencies was the belief in the rising power of the
devil and his alliance with people on earth. The acts against magic and sorcery
passed by Henry VIII at intervals all thru the middle years of the sixteenth
century show the extent of this obsession. Poor harmless women were accused of
witchcraft; those afflicted with insanity were looked upon as agents of the fiend.
As preventives, all kinds of absurd remedies were devised, such as drinking
healing water from a dead man's skull and rubbing the body with magic ointments.
Written disputes over the exact nature of sorcery and witchcraft dissipated the
energies of many an aspiring writer. There were, however, a few to whom even
the burlesque ridicule "Beware the Cat" appealed, and to whom Reginald
Scot's
"Discoverie of Witchcraft", exposing its absurdities and ludicrous charms, was
convincing.
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LlmanacsJ which foretold events by the position of the planets, were greedily
(ought up by the unwary who wanted the auspicious moment for every act. This
tuperstition, played upon by all kinds of quack astrologers, gave unlimited
>pportunity for "coosening" and for impressing the ignorant by strong, repellent
rords whose very sound terrified. In 1580 an attack called "Foure Great Lyers,
Striving who shall win the Silver Whetstone" oas written by Waldegrave in which
ihese prognostications were denounced as absurd. However, even here entire
.iberation from prevailing modes of thot was not possible, for the writer still
idmits that the influence of the stars is dominant in men's and nation's fortunes,
'his superstitious belief in the stars is mild and harmless compared with the panic
Tear which other more pernicious popular opinions created. The sudden, wide
sxtension of interest in things foreign which was accompanied by new vanities and
nore universal worldliness created the belief that God's anger would soon be vented
and made manifest in some terrible way. Of this prevalent fear the popular press
book advantage and published accounts of many astounding calamities which were the
expected tokens of wrath. Records of children born without arms and legs, of a
:hild born in a ruff fanned, this excitability.
Thus, if the almanac form of imposing on the ignorant imagination was not the
nost pernicious, it offered one of the best chances for ridicule and mockery.
&nd humorous and satiric writers had not been slow even before Nashe's "A Wonderful
Strange and Miraculous Astrological Prognostication" to make use of such an
opportunity. Eabelais' "Prognostication Pantagrueline", an adaptation from two
jatin ones, was full of scathing contempt for all impositions of this sort. A
sequence of three such books in pretended rivalry was published early in 1590 and
L591. The first, which is not now in existence, is referred to in the Stationer's
1. Some of the important prognostications, serious and burlesque, were:
Ereton' s "Pasquil's Passe and Passeth Not set down in three
his Passe, Frecession, and Prognostication".
Rest of these contained in Cambridge, IV, 605.
2. See Camb. Hist of Eng. Lit. Ill, chapter V.
I
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iegister on February 25, 1590-91 as "A booke entitled ffranncis, fayre waather";
the second is Nashe's "Prognostication"; and the third is Simon Smell - Knave's
"Fearful and lamentable effects of two... comets which shall appear in the year...
1591, the 25 of March".
1 Nashe proceeds in the manner of almanacs to give the
novements of the heavenly bodies and to prophesy what will happen, because of their
novements, in each of the four quarters of the year. But, of course, the whole
is travesty. The tone is most easily suggested by quoting some of his predictions.
For winter he says, "And in respect that I find three of the seven Planets to be
in waterie signs, as Jupiter, Mars, and the Moon, it signifieth that diverse
persons both men and women for want of wine or strong drink shall go to bed sober
against their will*?} and, "I am induced to set down that such as have no fire
shall feel most cold, and that wierdrawers, if they ply not their work, shall feel
no great heat, that they in Russia shall suffer more prejudice by the sharpness
Df winter than the Spaniards"}' or,"This spring, or vernall revolution, being
naturally hot and moist, is like to be very forward for sprouting fields and
blooming trees, and because Saturne is in his proper mansion, olde men are like to
De forward, and crafty knaves shall need no Brokers, usurie shall be called good
4
lusbandry, and men shall be counted honest by their wealth, not by their virtues."
[n this pamphlet also there are parodies on the signs and omens which were
jupposed to terrify the people: "Some shall be born with feet like Hares, that they
Jhall run so swift that they shall never tarry with master, but trudge from post
to piller, till they take up beggars brush for their lodging; others shall have
foses like Swine, that there shall not be a feast within a mile but they shall
5
wnell it out."
l.See McKerrow, Nash's Works, IV, 477.
2. Nashe, III, 388.
3. Nashe, III, 389.
4. Nashe, III, 391.
5. Nashe, III, 385.
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Dekker followed in Nashe's footsteps when he published "The Ravens Almanacke
Foretelling of a Plague, Famine, and Civill Warre that shall happen this present
yeare 1609 not only within this Kingdom of Great Britaine, but also in France,
Germany, Spaine, and other parts of Christendoms. With certain Remedies, Rules,
and Receipts, how to prevent, or at least to abate the edge of these universall
calamities." The dedication "To the Lyons of the Wood (the young Courtiers) to
the Wilde Buckes of the Forrest (the Gallants and Younger Brothers) to the Harts
of the field, and to all the whole Countrey that are brought up wisely, yet proove
Guls: and are borne rich, yet die beggers: the new English Astrologer dedicateth
his Ravens Almanacke", strikes the key-note of the tract. Tho it is a mock
almanac ridiculing the sure-to-happen predictions of almanac makers, it does
preserve the form of the serious attempts. The first chapter contains a wood-cut
representing "The Dominion of the Moone in Mans Body", and at the beginning of the
prediction for every season the almanac machinery is kept as far as Dekker deemed
it feasible. For instance, the prediction for spring begins: "This daughter of
plenty, and Sister to Summer, comes not in attired in her greene roabes, as tis
published in print, vpon the 10 day of March, as it were in Maies tryumph after
the sun (with an Herculean Vigor) hath conquered his twelue labours, and (like a
skilfull Charioteere) hath driuen his golden wagon through the twelue signes,
ready on that tenth day (as some giue out) to begin his race againe, by making
his entrance vpon the first minute of Equinoctiall signs of the Ram; whose homes
stand in such an euen proportion a sunder, that the day and nighttake them for theii
measure, and are contented to be of an equall length."
1 All these fanciful
prophecies are divided into chapters which predict the events of each quarter of
the year 1609. Most of the predictions are in the vein of the following:
"Amongst Gentlemen that haue full pursses, and those that crie trilill, let the
world slide, the weeke shall run out so quickly and so merrily, that on the
1. IV, 194.
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Satterday morning it shall be hard for them to tell whether the day that went
before were friday. The same losse of memory will fall vpon many that shall goe
irunk to "bed: hut to those who shut themselues vp in Counters and other places of
deere reckoning, because they hate the vanities of the world, and to those that
shall be whipped either with French birch, or bs struck with any English disease,
the shortest day in winter shall seeme more tedious The sundaiet, (as it were
Leape yeare) shall by a number be leaped ouer, so that a blindness falling into
their eyes, they sltall not for foure or five, or sixe months together, be able
(by the help of those that make the best waters to recouer sight, or to cure sore
eyes) to see a Church, but shall be strucke with such Megrims and turnings of
the braine, that insteed of going to Church, they will (if my Arte faile me not)
stumble into a Tauerne. The Dog daies will all this yeare raigne thrice, or twice
euerie week at least, and that verie hotly, but their soarest rage will be about
the Beare-garden."1 The absurdity of the almanac makers is again parodied in the
directions how to know winter. "When Charity blowes her nailes, & is ready to
starue, yet not so much as a Watchman will lend her a flap of his freeze Gowne
to
keepe her warm: when trades-men shut vp shopes, by reason their frozen-hearted
creditors goe about to nip them with beggerie: when everie Chimney castes out
smoak,
but scarce any dore opens to cast so much as a maribone to a Dog to gnaw;
when
beastes die for want of fodder in the field, and men are ready to famish
for want
of foods in the Citie Then maist thou or any man be bolde to swaare
it is
winter."2 But because it seemed impossible to support this mock strain for any
length of time, the whole is intermixed with humorous tales and stories. There is
even an occasional direct throwing over of the guise, as "Upon the 12
day of
December, at the first entering of the Sunne into the first minute of the
signe
Capricorn, when the said Sunne shall be at his greatest South Declination
from
the Equinoctiall line, and so foorth, with much more such stuffe then any. meere
1. IV, 184-85.
2. IV, 187-88.
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Englishman can vnderstand . wl0r t sometimes Dekker playfully dismisses the
prophecies. After telling about imminent scarsity of food, he 3ays "But least we
make you hungrie that shall reade of this miserie, by discoursing thus of so
terrible a famine, let vs make hast to get out of the heart of this dry and
mortall Summer, and trie what wages the yeare will bestow vpon vs the next
quarter."
2 The plagues of Autumn, such as hot and heavy war between Lawyers and
their clients, are rather summarily chopped short, for Dekker is already weary
of his task and wants to get on to something more lively, to some stories. These
he manages to hitch up to the almanac by a little stretching of his point. "For
I would account that surgeon or that phisition, a mad-man or a foole, that
coming to me when I was hurt or diseased, should nnly tell mee where my sickness
lyes, or how deep and dangerous my wounds are, but should not minister phisicke,
or balmes to recover .me.
"
2 One of these balmes is a licentious story "in the
citie of Caliz"; another the story of a poor usurer who is outwitted on his
deathbed by a poor farmer whom he has cheated out of his land; and another "how
in a household of civill warre a woman may be safe from a cruel husband". With
this last story - one of the longest, merriest tales Dekker has ever told - the
almanac closes. What Dekker has done for the mock almanac form of writing is
not much in itself. He has not added to the wit of llashe; he has only
embellished his own with a few well-told, merry tales.
1. IV, 208.
2. IV, 213.
An imitation of Dekker 1 s tract was published in 1618 by Lawrence Lisle
called "The Owles Almanack". This had much of Dekker' s style and some of
his shrewdness and humor; but more method and order than he ever succeeded
in obtaining. It is interesting in connection with Dekker' s not only
because it followed a set fashion, but also because in the introduction,
entitled "The Owls Epistle to the Raven", "The Raven's Almanacke" is
called a "hodge-podge of calculations". Some confusion over the
authorship of the tract has arisen and it has frequently been assigned
to Dekker. True it contains at the beginning a wood-cut on the title
of an owl in a chair reading and in typical Dekker humor begins with
an account of Law Terms, Hilary, Easter, Trinity, and Michaelmas.

Thus far the attempt to label definitely the prose of Dekker has not involved
any straining of the subject matter to enable one to put it into a desired mold,
rhe prose has fallen more or less easily into certain groups and has followed a
certain fashion or type. But this conformity is by no means an invariable
characteristic. There are tracts for which practically no counterparts in the
prose of the day can be found, and which are consequently, almost incapable of
classification . It is true that various mediaeval devices are used in these
tracts, but the general framework itself is new and different from anything which
went before it. Such pamphlets as "A Knigh's Conjuring" and "A Strange Horse-Race"
cannot for the most part be identified with any conventionally fixed type of
subject matter or form. They are simply medleys and such they must be called.
The tract in the sixteenth-seventeenth century at all comparable to these two is
tfashe's "Lenten Stuffe". Here the inimitable wit of Nashe runs wild and the result
is actually only "a light frisking of my witte". 1 It is intended as a combined
glorification of Yarmouth and of red herring - of the former in return for the
lospitality Nashe had received there when forced to flee London on account of
lis unfortunate play, the "Isle of Dogs", 159?; of the latter for no good reason
at all except for the mental exercise of trying to "wring juice out of a flint",
rhe result is a medley containing the widest range of subject matter and the
greatest diversity in types of prose. After a humorous dedication to Humphrey
Qng and an epistle to the reader, Nashe tells the public of his literary
,
iifficulties - the trouble about his "Isle of Dogs" and his consequent flight -
and of his financial embarrassments. A history and description of Yarmouth and
a praise of red herring are followed by a facetious version of the story of Hero
and Leander. But the encomium of red herring which follows this story, telling
aow the herring became King of Fishes, etc., is in the delightful burlesque style
1. Works, III, 151.
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which gets its humor from witty absurdities rather than from the crude offensiveness
so apt to intrude into this sort of writing. The remainder of the tract is
practically only a jest-book, "but its jests are very far removed from the stories
in the "A C Mery Talys" and the "Merle Tales of Master Skelton". They are
dependent for effectiveness upon a more subtle appeal to the sense of humor and a
more mature skill in the art of story telling. Most of them are parodies on the
legends of antiquity adapted to the eulogy of red herring. Hero and Leander are
converted into fish, and even the story of Midas is made to have its origin in the
fact that the King ate a red herring. Besides being a medley of subject matter the
tract contains snatches of eulogy, personal revelation, merry tales, and a local
history conceived in the spirit of pageantry.
Dekker's two medleys do not resemble Nashe' s combination either in intent -
if there was one - or in subject matter and spirit. "A Knight's Conjuring, Done
in Earnest, Discovered in Jest" was printed twice in 1607. It was a reissue,
with alterations and improgements, of the"llewes from Hell ^Brought by the Devil's
Carrier" which was printed in 1606. The former is different from the latter in
the addition of a new beginning and ending, in the .division into nine chapters,
each preceded by four introductory lines of wrse, and the omission of a
o
paragraph in praise of Nashe. Other minor changes are, of course, numerous.
"Newes from Hell has the running title of "The Devil's Answere to Pierre
fennylesse" which means that Dekker was answering the "Fierre Fennilesse his
1. The title of this is probably misleading to readers of sixteenth
century prose familiar with the fashionable habit of the time of
writing news sheets purporting to come from strange countries and contain
information of foreign lands. Of course, such a fashion was simply
another indication of the increasing interest in things foreign
which was a result . both of the immigration of foreigners, in
commercial and other circles, and the growing tendency for extended
2. "And thou, into whose soule (if ever there were a Pithagorean
Metempsuchosis) the raptures of that fierce and inconfinable Italian
spirit were bounteously and boundlesly infused, thou sometimes Secretary
to Pierre Pennylesse, and Master of his requests, ingenious, ingenious,
fluent, facetious T. Nashe: from whose abundant pen honey flowed to
thy friends and mortal Acomlte to thy enemies." 102-3.
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Supplication to the Divell", written some fourteen years before, by Thomas Nashe.
Pierre's plea to the Devil had been for the release of money. Nashe had himself
intended to write a sequel to his tract, for in "A primte Epistle to the Printer"
originally prefixed to the second edition of "Pierce Pennilesse" Nashe says, "If
my leysure were such as I could wish I might haps (halfe a yeare hence) write a
retume of the Knight of the Post from Hell, with the Devil's answer to the
Supplication". Nashe for some reason was never able to do this, but some six
years after his death, in 1600, an anonymous writer, by his own statement "an
intimate and near companion" of Nashe 1 s wrote the promised sequel, "The Returne
of the Knight of the Post from Hell, with the Devil's Answere to the Supplication
of Pierre Pennilesse". In the same year Dekker published his "Newes from Hell".
He criticizes the other answer in his address "To the Reader" as being dull and
puritanical. "The Devil, being full of business could never til now have leasure
to answer it (the supplication of Pierre) But, it may be the first answere,
that hee sent by the Post was in the morning, (for he strives to speak soberly,
gravely, and like a Puritane). The other (sure) in the afternoone, for hee talks
more madly." 1 Dekker tried to make this second answer into the likeness of
Thomas Nashe' s satiric style.
"Newes from Hell" takes for granted at the beginning that the reader is
familiar with the circumstances of its production and does not give a long
explanation, as does "1 Knight's Comjuring" in the first chapter, of the previous
visit of the Knight of the Post to Hell and of his message to the Devil. Aside
from this introduction
2
we are told in the beginning that because the Devil was
"the best fencer and very apt to quarrel", he took up the challenge of Pierre
and decided to answer it, but because the difficulty of getting scriveners,
1. Works, II, 90.
2. Where not otherwise specified the two tracts will be considered together.
3. Knight's Conjuring, 16.
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"for the Devil can neither read nor write," 1 was so great "I hearing this and
fearing that the poore suppliant should lose his longing, and be sent away with
Si nihil attuleris, resolued to doe that for nothing, which a number would not for
any money.
"
In the second chapter, as the material is divided in Knight's Conjuring,
a
description of the "Devils rendevous" on earth, of Hell, of the Devil and of the
persons in Hell prepares the reader for the Knight's journey. The Post then in
riding through London on his way to Hell is called into a tavern by a group of
3
raillers each of whom wants to send a message "to his Father's Ghost".
"Some curst their byrth, some their bringing up, some rayled upon their owne
nation, others upon strangers."
4
The long speeches which these half intoxicated
tavern men declame are singularly sensible and sober. For instance, the son for
whom a greedy father has coveted all, ends hi 3 lamentation with, "Had he set me to
grammar-schoole, as I set myselfe to dancing-schoole, instead treading carontoes,
and making fidlers fat with rumps of capons, I had lay this tieve read homilyes
and fed upon tith-pigs of my owne vicaridge He that provides living for his
child, and robs him of learning, turn3 him into a beetle, that flies from
prefumes and sweet odours."
5 The Post "tickled with immoderate joye to see the
world turnne upon such rotten wheeles" promises to take to their fathers their
pleas to release the spirit of gold. The picture of licentiousness and corruption
which Dekker seems to want to draw is complete when, after the Post warns the
youths that their fathers will perhaps not be able to release the spirit of gold
and counsels them "to draws arrowes out of another quiver", some of them plan to
marry wealthy "but fleshy" widows; others to live and die in a man of war so that
1. Knight's Conjuring, 17.
2. "Newes from Hell", II, 94.
3. Knight's Conjuring, 27.
4. Knight's Conjuring, 28.
5. Knight's Conjuring, 31.
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they might avoid the necessity of providing for themselves; others having not the
heart to shed blood but "having reasonable stocks of wit, to employ them in the
sinnes of the suburbs." 1
The Knight then hastens to France and Spain and Venice before he arrives at
the "banch-side of Hell". In France his principal impression comes from seeing
men spending so much time and effort on fashions, which were to be sent to England
for fops, that the poor go in rags. The other results of his travels show him
only that the pride of Spaniards, the lust of Italians, the drunkenness of the
Low Countries are all transferred to Englishmen. Thus the Post being assured that
"all countries lived obedient to the Luciferan lawes, resolved to change post-
horse no more, but to conclude his peregrination: having seene some fashions and
gotten some table-talk enough by his travel." When the Knight comes to the ferry
which is to take him across the Styx, he sees Charon, the passengers, the stuff
the ferry is made of all as they are related to the follies and vices of the
upper world. These and the following descriptions have a sharp ironic vividness
and keenness of perception. Among the passengers there are lawyers laden with
leases and with purchased lordships, churchmen breathless with bearing three or
four church livings, merchants with bags of gold, etc. But Charon remorselessly
strips them all of their possessions.
In Hell the Post arrives just in time for quarter sessions. The jury that
passes upon the prisoners is their sins; the evidence from the book of their lives
is given by conscience. The misery of most df the prisoners at that bar and the
punishment given them are unutterable. "And what tongue is able to relate the
grones and vlulations of a wretch so distressed? a hundred pennes of Steele would
2
be worne blunt in description, and yet leave it unfinished." When Pierce
finally has a chance to present his supplication, the Devil answeres it by showing
1. Knight's Conjuring, 34.
2. Knight's Conjuring, 50.
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how gold at first "was lame and went up and down with good men, but now hee is
blinde and cares not what foole leads him" J then by stating the curse put upon
gold; and by showing the impossibility of "hewing down the seven leaved tree of
sin". "It is irrevocably set down in the admantine booke of fate that golde shall
be a perpetuall slave to slaves, a drudge to fooles, a foole to make woodcocks
mery, whilst wise men moume." Sin "growes so ranke in every man 1 s garden and
in every womans bosome" that it is impossible to eliminate it from the earth until
"all the fruits of the earth be raked together by the spirit stormes, and burnt in
one heap like a stubble." After this answer, the Devil sends his commendations
to all those that steal subjects hearts from their sovereigns, to all churchmen
who bind themselves together in schisms, and to all those "that untyle their
neighbors* houses."
With such an answer the Knight of the Fo3t turns to leave Hell, but on his
way out he meets an old usurer whom he directs on his way to Hell and to whom he
explains the meaning of the various waters of Hell. True to his character of a
Knight of the Post is he in this explanation. "But what a traytor an I, thus to
bring to light their dearest treasury! swome am I to the imperial state infernally
and what dishonour would it bee to my knight-hood, to be found forsworns!" After
the Knight has been detained by a dispute between Mercury and Charon over charges,
he goes to the shore and sees on the other side of the river a company crying, "A
boat hey, a boat, hey!" This company is directed "to those happie places which
were alotted out to none but martialists .
"
The last chapter, in the "Knights' Conjuring", is a description of the fields
of joy and is elaborated from this one sentence in the "Newes": "The trees ever
flourishing, the fruits ever growing, the buddes whereon they (the blessed) lie,
bankes of mushe roses, the flowers ever springing; for the very benches whereon
they sit are buds of violets, their pillows are hearts ease, their sheets the
silken leaves of willow." The separate abodes of children, scholars, mourners,
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soldiers, and of poets are rhapsodically and fancifully described. The Grove of
Bay-trees is most interesting both because it throws light on Dekker's knowledge
of literature and because of its reference to the reception of Nashe and Chettle
into the field.
Into this pamphlet which is mediaeval in its general idea and, many places, in
content, Dekker introduces many interesting details of daily life, some passages of
very good prose, and an exuberance of feeling which is uncommon to the form. The
mediaeval or pagan vision of hell and purgatory still held its attractions for the
sixteenth century reader,* for the masses were still mediaeval at heart. Here,
however, we cannot say that Dekker thot he was availing himself of the spell cast
over the mind of the populace, for he makes no attempt to create a description of
hell likely to inspire awe or terror. The good humor and the prosaic tone of the
whole would defeat such a purpose if he had it. But the value of Dekker's tract
comes from the fact that in this social satire the details of the life of the
time contribute materially to the complete picture of London which we are trying
to piece together from his tracts. The scene in the tavern to which the Post is
summoned, the portrait of a miserly father, the pictures of the vices of the
differnnt countries, the enumeration by Charon of the sins for which men were sent
to hell, and the vivid quick strokes in the picture of the usurer all bring with
them a smack of London which is an entirely individual note in this sort of
1. These visions of hell and purgatory had remained all thru the Middle Ages
in Christian form. The "Kalendrier des Bergers", containing a description
of the seven sins as shown to Lazarus, was constantly translated in the
sixteenth century. An English version of Deguileville 1 s "Pilgrimage of the
Soul" had been printed by Caxton, and the "Monk of Everham" had been revive
by Machlinia. In one of Ford's plays a friar gives an account of the
tortures of hell. "St. Patricks Purgatory" was well known all thru the
sixteenth century. Of course, burlesque visions had existed for centuries,
and continued in popular literature from the Norman fabliaux to Rabelais.
Even before 1590 the jest was combined with this form in "Tarl ton's Newas
out of Purgatorie". "Four Tell-Trothe' s New-yeares gift"(1593) contains
Robin Goodfellow's account of a visit to hell and gives an oration
against jealousy which he heard there.
See Camb. Hist, of Eng. Lit., IV, chap. XVI.
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imposition. The description of the passenger who "scorns to he his chronicle"
Ls one of the finest hits of prose in Dekker. It is not only fired hy a fine spirit
>ut it is also a sketch of individual character unusual in an age of type
:haracters.
More completely a medley hecause less definitely connected with any one type
uid at the same time showing glimpses of many is "A Strange Horse-Race at the end
>f which, comes in The Catch-Poles Masque and after that The Bankrouts Banquet
Bhich done the Divell, falling sicke makes his last will and Testament, this
present yeare 1613". This is one of the weakest and also one of the most curious
)f Dekker' s pamphlets. The author, tho he recognized that he was catering to the
jublic taste and trying to win attention hy any comhination of novelties, realized
that his work could not possihly he of any literary value, and so tried to make
amends hy the most humhle of apologies. "If I put into your hands a homely piece
5f Worke (neither so good as you deserve, nor so rich as I do wish it) I must
entreat you to hlame the vanitie of our times, which are so phantasticall, that they
covet stuffes, rather flight, to feede the eye with shew, then suhstantiall for
enduring. Let the Fashion is French, it is no matter what the cloth he."
1
The
iifficulties of thus trying to please varied tastes, as the gutter-journalist
always had to, he confessed to in ttie usual preface, "Not to the Readers: but to
the understanders". "Ee that writes, had need to have the art of a skilful Cooke;
for there must he those condimenta (seasonings) in his pen, which the other caries
on his tongue: A thousand palats must bee pleased with a thousand sawces: and one
hundred lives must content five hundred dispositions. A hard taske: one sayes, it
is too harsh: another, too supple: another too triviall:
another too serious."
2
But even in spite of these difficulties Dekker clings to his avowed pose of
Doralist. "The main plot of my building is a Moral labyrinth; a weake thred guides
1. Ill, 309.
2. Ill, 311.
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you in and out. "*
That moat depreciations and criticisms for lack of form or of laudable purpose
In this pamphlet are justifiable can be best understood by a survey of the contents
ifhich are, incidentally, stated after the address "To the Reader". The tract begins
frith a rambling account of Roman triumphal processions, Roman "pageants", and an
Imaginative reproduction of the jeers which the people shouted at the triumphing
jne. With no more transition or connection of ideas than "My muse could heare leave
running at Bees thus upon earth, and stretching her wings forth to a more noble
jxpansion soare aloft up into the Celestiall Habitations", the nimble Dekker
records the races of the heavenly bodies and the races of the elements in man'
s
jody-earth, water, air, and fire. Curious stray bits of knowledge of astronomy
and of physiology in a measure justify for us these hopeless inconguities. The
races of minerals are notable because of the humorous originality in the method
it introducing them. "Then (if you looked into the Treasure-house of living
:reatures) I could bring you to those hidden lares of minerals, and inettals, which
the Sunne never sees, yet can they not live without him: there should you behold a
line of Lead, laboring to turns itselfe into Tynne"? etc. Lead races to overtake
tin, tin silver, and silver gold. From minerals to the races between the virtues
and vices "which dwell in this little world man", there is practically no logical
transition and no attempt at connection. The virtues are defined as sober, grave,
austere, civil, and demure; and the vices as richly dressed, impudent, disdainful,
and amorously-bewitching. Blasphemous Insolence, a Turk, runs against the
Christian lady Innocent Humility, Prodigality against the Dutchman Thrift, epicures
run from the "Cry of Sergeants", a lawyer from his conscience, and a tailor to
overtake pride. In each race virtue wins. "Fame who hath as many tongues as
there are mouthes in the world. .. .could not chose (because she is a woman) but
1. Works, III, 312.
2. Works, III, 327.
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prattle of it in all places, and to all persona."
1 Thus the Devil who is put in
"feare when good men prosper" and who cannot find pleasure in life after his army
has been defeated makes his last will and testament. This is in the same manner
as all sixteenth century mock testaments. The long list of items is bearable
only because of some peculiar paradoxes which give snap and vigor to many satiric
pictures.
"The Catch-Polt Masque", which comes next, is a hodge-podge picture of
Hyprocrisy, Ingratitude, Schism, Atheism, and other monsters born of the Devil, and
a revel at the expense of certain catch-pols. But "What is a Masque without a
Banquet? And what is a Banquet if it bee not served up in State?" asks Dekker
as he briskly slides on to the Bankrouts Banquet which is given in honor of the
Devil by another crew of his boone companions called Bankrouts. After the feast
is over, the merriment is interrupted by the coming of a Comfit-Maker who has
unfortunately trusted the crew with his stuff. He is insolently dismissed by the
revelers with the simple formula "this is no world to part from money, but to get
as much as every man can into his own hands." However, they suggest that, "If
he would take two shillings in the pound, they would pay him down upon the naile:
If not, they were resolved to try the utmost, and therefore bid him go shake hia
eares". The outraged railing of the Comfit-Maker is aweet music in their ears.
But Dekker always seeing vice as comteraptible and allying himself with the cause
of virtue does not let these merry rogues slip out from under his grasp without
a severe attack on them and their evil ways. "If a Rogue cut a purse, hee is
hanged: if pilfer, hee is burnt in the hand: You are worse then Rogues; for you
cut many purses: Nay, you cut many men's throats, you steale from the husband
his wealth: from the wife her dowry: from children their portions. So that over
your heads hang the curses of Families.. .. If all the water in the Thames were
1. Works, III, 344.
2. See note 2 on page 43.
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inke, and all the feathers on Swans backes were pens, and all the smoky salles
of Western barges were white paper, and all the Seriveners, all the Clarkes, all
the Schoole-mai3ters, and all the scholers in the kingdoms were set a writing,
and all the yeares of the world yet to come, were to be imploied only in that
businesse: that inke would be spent, those pens grub'd close to the stumps,
that paper scribled all over, those writers wearied, and that time worne out,
before the shifts, legerdemaines, conveiances, reaches, fetchers, ambushes, traines,
and close under-minings of a Bankrout could to the life be set downe."
1
This is another instance of the use of various old mediaeval devices and
conventional forms.
2 Dekker has nevertheless, managed to put some fresh life into
it and to infuse into a stereotyped form some attractive realistic touches.
After all, the most that can be said of this tract is that a modicum of
ingenuity never failed its author and that he is able generally to make something
1. Works, III, 377-78.
2. The original idea in writing wills and testaments had been to produce
sentimental and devotional prose and verse; but the humorist had seized
upon these forms, as upon all others, and had written mock and satiric
testaments. The chief fifteenth century specimen of this sort of thing
was Villon' 8 "Le Graut et le petit Testament" which had an immediate
English imitation in "Jyl of Breyutford's Testament". "The Testament of
Mr. Andro Kennedy", 1508, in verse was mostly personal satire. "Colin
Blowbol's Testament" is the most important of this type of writing,
because it shows evidence of increasing attention on individual character
and discrimination of types. But the most interesting and most closely
connected with Dekker 1 s testament is "The Wyll of the Devyll" by
Humphrey Powell. Here the Devil bequeaths all his vices to priests and
papists, for the tract was primarily intended as an invective against
the Roman Catholic Church. He also does not forget men in other
professions who might have some need for his treasures. To lawyers he
gives two right hands to make money of both parties, to dicers a thousand
pairs of false dice, to butchers fresh blood to sprinkle on their
stale meat, and to letchers "a crafty wythe to wrest the Scriptures and
to make them serve a filthy purpose." All this is in Dekker' s spirit:
"I further will and bequeath to my loving and deerest friends, the
usurers of this city, all such monies as are now or shall hereafter be
taken above the rate of lO.'ith hundred.", etc., etc.
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out of most unpromising material. However, the usual flashes of ingenuity and
sparkling originality seem to have deserted Dekker here, and the brilliant
opportunity for irony and satire offered by this device of mock testament he
seems to have passed by. There is also, no conceivable way of defending hi3 neglect
of careful workmanship and his too evident lack of regard for - perhaps contempt
of - literary polish and finish or even elementary organization and plan.
6.
As the social changes and conditions of the time have been indirectly
responsible for or have directly influenced most of Dekker' s tracts which have been
considered before this, so the crowding into cities - one of the most characteristic
features of sixteenth century England- was the direct cause of the savage
epidemics which became one of the common subjects of pamphleteers. The congestion
of the poor in crowded districts, the failure to enforce elementary sanitation
laws, and the general laxness in standards of living brought many visitations of
the plague. Some of these were very small but frequent; some of them raged
furiously over the whole of London. One of the first treastises on this subject
of the plague was William Bullein's "A Dialogue both pleasant and pitiefull
wherein is a goodly consolacion and a comfort against death", published in 1564.
The old mediaeval device of the dialogue, which had been used so much to sweeten
the didactic pill, was here more than a simple discussion of one thesis. The
narrative and dramatic element and the character sketching gave to the satire
of
moneylenders, usurers, and all kinds of bloodsuckers of the poor an interest and
value which a strict adherence to the old literary form could never give. The
learning displayed in the discussions, the patches of eloquent prose, and the
powerful feeling take this out of the class of mere treastises. Lodge's
"A
Treatise of the Plague" is a scientific treatment by a physician giving in
detail
the causes, signs, effects, and origin of the plague, the remedies for,
preventives, and the care of those afflicted with the disease. Lodge's tract
was
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published the same year as Dekker's first prose called "The Wonderful Yeare.
wherein is shewed the picture of London, lying sicke of the Plague. At the end
of all (like a Mery Epilogue to a dull play) certain Tales cut out in sundry
fashions of purpose to shorten the long winter nights, that lye watching in the
dark for us". Bat the difference between these two is so great that only by an
analysis of Dekker's can we appreciate how wide may be the chasm which separates
the treatment of the same subject by two different personalities directed by
different tastes and interests.
Altho Dekker's name did not appear on the title page of this first prose tract,
he soon acknowledged it in the Introduction to ths "Seven Deadly Sinnes" when he
refers to that "Wonderful Yeare, when these miserable Calamities entred in at the
gates, slaying 30,000".* The note to this passage reads "A Booke so called,
written by the author describing the horror of the Plague in 1602 when there dyed
30,578 of that disease".* The first part of the work, in prose intermixed with
poetry, relates the death of Queen Elizabeth which occured on March 24, 1603 and
the accession of James I. In the actual description of the plague conditions the
first impression seems to resolve itself in Dekker's mind into a general vision of
torment. "What an unmatchable torment were it for a man to be bord up every night
in a vast silent Channell-house] hung (to make it tuore hideous) with lamps dimly
and slowly burning, in hollow and glimmering corners: where all the pavement
should instead of greene rushes, be strewde with blested Rosemary: withered
Hyacinthe, fatal Cipresse and Ewe, thickly mingled with heapes of dead men's bones:
the bare ribbes of a father that begat him, lying there: here the Chaplesse
hollow scull of the mother that bore him, round about him a thousand Coarses,
some standing bolt upright in their knotted winding sheetes: others half mouldred
in rotten coffins, that should suddenly yawne wide open, filling his nostrils
2
with noysome stench, and his eyes with the sight of nothing but crawling wormes."
1. Works, II, 12.
2. Works, I, 104.
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Then Dekker sees the sorrows of all men in a kind of generalized instance of the
typical experience of one man. "If some poore man, suddenly starting out of
sweete and golden slumbers, should "behold his house flaming about his eares, all
his family destroied in their sleepes "by the mercilesse fire; himself in the very
midst of it, wofully and like a madde man calling for helpe: would not the misery
of such a distressed soule appear the greater, if the rich usurer dwelling next
doore to him should not stirre, but suffer him to perish when the thrusting out of
an arme might have saved him? . . . How often hath the amazed husband waking, found
the comfort of his bedde lying "breathless by his side! his children at the same
instant gasping for life) and his servants mortally wounded at the hart by
sickness! the distracted creature heats at death doores, exclaims a twindowes,
his cries are sharp inough to pierce heaven, but on earth no ear is opened, to
receive them. And in this manner do the tedious minutes of the night stretch out
the sorrows of ten thousand."
1 The terrible and pitiful visions of despair which
any person walking the streets of London might easily have seen soon sicken even
the narrator. "My spirit grows faint with rowing in this Stygian Ferry.... let
us therefore shift a point of our compasse and on the merry winges of a lustie
winde seeke to arrive at some prosperous shore." The more prosperous shore
is not immediately seen, for we are asked next to "imagine that all this while
Death (like a Spanish Leager) hath pitcht his tents in the sinfully polluted
suburbs".
3 Death and his leaders, Boyles, Blaines, and Carbuncles, and his
"Merry Sextons", his "hungry coffin-sellers", his "nastie grave-makers" storm
London killing men, women, and children, ransacking streets, and sending people
4
8tampeding into the country.
1. Works, I, 105.
2. Works, I, 109.
3. Works, I, 109-10.
4. This particular evil accompanying the plague was later made the subject
for a separate attack in "A Bod for Run-Aways".
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Again we are promised relief from this horror and suffering by "being asked to play
the part of soldiers nwho at the end of any notable battalle, with a kind of sad
delight rehearse the memorable acts of their fellows that lye mangled before them.
All of them making (by this meanes) the remembrance even of tragicall and mis-
chievous events very delectable. 1,1 The stories which the title promises follow.
Tho they are for the most part very readable, at times full of a grim humor,
they are told for the purpose of showing the hardheartedness of all the country
people and the general meanness or the touches of virtue which are always found in
crowds. Comedy and tragedy are indiscriminately mixed. The story of the Dutchman
who "sneaked" to the low countries to avoid the plague, but whose little child was
caught by death "to shew him that there were other Low Countries besides his own"
is a typical one. "0 how pitifully looked my Burgomaister, when he understood
that the sickness could swein!" Dekker remarks with his grim sarcasm. The most
affecting story is the one of the young bride who was seized by the plague while
at the altar; the merriest is the story of a Tinker who was offered a great price
to bury the body of a Londoner striken with the plague in a country tavern, and
who after he had done his work, had extracted some coins from the clothes of the
Londoner because he realized "that wormes needed no apparell saving only sheates",
went about the town scaring all the Hobbinolls away from him and shouting aloud,
"Have yee any more Londoners to bury, hey doune a doune dery, have ye any more
Londoners to bury".
2 The most terrible is the one of a drunkard who fell into a
pit filled with dead bodies and slept there, thinking he was in his own house,
until the sexton awakened him by casting into the pit "some dead men's bones and a
shell or two that lay scattered here and there".
All of the concrete details in these stories are very closely connected with
the customs and common habits of the day. For instance, "the price of flowers,
1. Works, I, 118.
2. Works, I, 145.
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leaches, and garlands rose wonderfully, in so much that Rosemary which had wont to
be sold at 12 pence an armefull, went now for six shillings a handfull
w
,
and "the
people went about mostly bitterly micking and muffled up and downs with Rue and
Wormewood stuft into Their eares and nostrils looking like so many Bores heads
stuck with branches of Rosemary, to be served in for Brawne at Christmas". But
we cannot forget that, even tho the picture of the everyday customs of an age
long past is absorbingly interesting to us now and even tho we are much indebted
to Dekker for these realistic graphic pictures, his purpose after all was not to
entertain his age but to reform it. He intended not only to show the horrors of
the plague, but also to lash the follies of an age whose corruption he could easily
discern and whose betterment he earnestly desired. To accomplish this purpose
he did not begin by wearying his readers with benevolent preaching; he commanded
their attention by the terror of the scene he described and the bitter irony of
some of his portrayals, but he also held their interest and regard by the humorous
twist or the pathetic appeal he gave to most of his stories and pictures. The
stories referred to above illustrate these qualities. He not only condemns the
selfish sloth and base neglect of the London populace in general, but he also
particularizes and gives in swift flashes of lightning - like perception the
individual vices of certain classes. For instance, doctors in this sort of
crisis
"hid their Synodicall heads as well as the prowdest: and I cannot blame them,
for their Phlebotomies, Loringes, and Electuaries, with their Diacatholicous,
Diacodiens, Amulets, and Antidotes had not so much strength as to hold life
and
soule together, as a pot of Pinders Ale and a Nutmeg",
1
or "This was a rare worlds
for the Church, who had wont to complain for want of a living, and now had
more
living thrust upon her, than she knew how to bestow: to have bene
Clarke now to
a parish Clarke, was better then to serve some foolish Justice
of Peace, or the
yeare before to have had a Benefice. Sextons gave out, if they might
(as they
1. Works, I, 116.
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hoped) continue these doings "but a twelvemonth longer, they and their posteritie
would all ryde upon footecloathes to the ende of the world."
1 This power to seize
upon the salient characteristics of classes and to reproduce individuals in their
context, in the complex reality of actual existence, is part of Dekker's
equipment as a humorist. True, some of these individuals are only sketchy and
by no means finished, yet the strokes which put them into their proper environment
and make them a part of the moving life of the time carry with them the conviction
which only the pen of a genius can inspire.
The stories, near the end of the tract, are interrupted "by "I could fill a
large volume and call it the second part of the hundred mery tales, only with
such ridiculous stuff as this but I have better matters to set my wits about."
If Dkkker could so materially add to the stock of good stories which
the age
produced, we have reason to regret that he dissipated his energies on less
worthy
effusions. However, he does finally end this description of a series of
scenes
2
which only to recall filled the author with horror and disgust, but which he
seems to be able to describe with spirit and energy, and at times with decided glee.
"Worke for Araoroms or The Peace is Broken. Open Warres likely to happin
this yeare 1609: God helpe the Poore, The rich can shift" is another pamphlet
written at the inspiration of the plague. Here again Dekker is describing
London
in the throes of a great visitation when the physical suffering of those
stricken
with the disease filled all survivers with awe, and the signs of God's
wrath
which the ignorant - or the pious - saw in all such manifestations created a panic
1. Works, I, 113.
2. "A stiffe and freezing horror sucks up the rivers of my blood: my hair
stands on ende with the panting of my braines: mine eye balls are ready
to start out, being beaten with the billowes of my teares: out of my
weeping pen does the inke mournefully and more bitterly than gall drop
on the pale fac'd paper, even when I do but thinke how the bowels of
my sicke country have been torne."
Works, I, 102-3.
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'ear in the minds of the populace. Any pamphleteer anxious to oh tain the money
for his next dinner was not slow to take advantage of such circumstances. However,
;he chief "burden of this tract is not a detailed description of the plague. It is
limply another medley written in the same wandering, desultory style and containing
;he same mixture of incongruous kinds of material. The tract begins with the
slague as a background and framework. The miseries which the plague brings in its
rake and the cessation of all attempts at merry-making put a damper on all high
ipirits. The play-houses stand empty; poets walk in melancholy; and the only
imusement which relieves the monotony of walking every day in the fields and
Lrinking every night in the taverns is the Bear Garden. But even here men of
'inely strung sympathies could not find actual amusement, for "methought this
rhipping of the blinde Beare, moved as much pittie in my breast toward him, as the
.eading of poore starved wretches to the whipping posts in London ought to move in
;he hearts of Cittizens, though it be the fashion now to laugh at the punishment"
.
!hat Dekker is ever moral he himself admits, for he insists upon drawing an object
.esson wherever possible. "The hunny that I sucked out of this weede, was this",
itc. But Dekker' s mind i3 already listlessly shifting to other thots, "No
ileasure thus, nor any place being able to give perfect contentment to the mindel
' left swimming in those common sensual streams, wherein the world hath been so
iften in danger of being drowned, and waded onely in those clear bpookes, whose
raters had their currents from the springs of learning. I spent my hours in
•eading of Histories, and for the laying out of a little time received larger
nterest then the greatest usurers doe for their money." etc. Interrupting these
uiet meditations on the pleasures and value of reading, especially of reading
kistory, sounds the tumult between ancient enemies, poverty and money. A kind
if prose morality describing the preparations of Poverty and her amy and of
oney and her army, which is not much of an improvement on the old form into which
)ekker is again throwing his thots, constitutes the rest of the first part of the
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;ract. There are no felicities of phrasing and no original ideas here even tho
he whole is animated "by the free, undaunted spirit of the whole-hearted man who
eels the cares of the oppressed as his own and who is willing to work for the
•elief of the suffering. There is some sprightliness in the descriptions of some
if the counsellors of Poverty - hunger with the invincible stomach who would "ratharr
ly to money than serve Poverty, his own sovereign", and the suggestive dismissal
>f Beggary and Misery without any description because they "are so well known to
is M . The usual imprecations against Covetousness, Parsimony, Deceipt, Violence,
ind Usury are made readable and less wearisome by the close contact with actual
ife which Dekkar was always able to maintain even when the temptation was to be
lost general and indefinite.^"
There is not much to be said of this dinner-earning pamphlet. With the
exception of the passage quoted and a few occasional spurts of humor,
there is
lothing in the content to relieve the obviously unpleasant hurling
together of
random thots and miscellaneous ideas. As a medley without organization
and without
plan it is open to the same criticism as are the other
medleys; as a description
>f London at the time of the plague it adds a few
interesting details.
-A Rod for Run-Awayes In which flight of theirs, if they
looke backe, they may
>ehold many fearful judgments of God, sundry wayes pronounced upon
this city, and
>n several persons, both flying from it, and staying in
it. Expressed in many
ireadfull examples of sudden Death, falne upon both young
and old, within this city
and the Suburbes, in the Pields, and open Streets,
to the terrour of all those who
live, and to the warning of those who are to dye, to be ready when God Almighty
shall bee pleased to call them", 1625, is the other tract written by Dekker on
the plague. The title defines rather explicitly the contents of the book and
its general importance. As late as this in his prose production Dekker was
not
able to add much either in ideas or in form to that which had gone before.
Written
in a time of another visitation of the plague, the same vehemence against
the sins
l.The description of Parsimony page 133 is a happy example of this.
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)f the city which Dekker believes must surely "be responsible for these awful
icourges, the same terror at insidious disease and death and the terrible conditions
existing when this epidemic finds London unprepared are here as in "The Wonderful
feare" and "The Worke for Armours", vividly expressed. But Dekker is concentrating
lis attack this time upon the class of people who run away from the country and
.eave the city to its woe. Dekker* s wrath at such cowardise and repellent
»elfishness sometimes lifts his prose out of the commonplace into the eloquent.
'he stories showing the appalling rapidity of this affliction are told again in
ibundance, for terrible tho the plague was, its most awe-inspiring feature was its
;reacherousness in smiting down apparently well persons at a moment's notice. The
Hiding is in a more seriously reverent tone than is usual for Dekker. "But wee
;hat are heere, pray that you may speed better: that you may return full of health,
hall of wealth, full of prosperity: that your houses may be temples to you;
rour Chambers as Sanctuares; that your Neighbors, Kindred, Friends, and
icquaintance may give you joyful and hearty welcomes; that the city may not mourne
;hen for your thronging in upon it, as she lamented to behold you forsaking her in
ler tribulation; but that God would be pleased to nayle our sinnes upon the Crosse
>f his Sonne Christ Jesus, restore us to his mercy, render us a Nation worthy of
lis infinite blessings, and plucking all his revengefull Arme from striking us
Loune Continually into Graves, we all may meet and embrace one another and sing
in Alleluiah to his Name."*'
7.
Another way of "interpreting the features of London social life" which was
sommon to most of the pamphleteers was the unprecedented exposure of vice. The
transit ion from the mediaeval economic system of guilds and the development of a
•adically different commercial system, with the consequent fall in prices, added
i large number of poverty stricken men to the ranks of vagabonds and pilgrims of
1. Works, IV, 309.
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fortune. The acts of Henry VIII which suppressed the monasteries not only deprived
the poor of their customary alms tut also put many men out of work. The result of
Buch combined forces was that a large number of men were thrown into pauperism
and mendicancy. Inevitably such conditions led to abuses, to the commercializing
of vice and pauperism and to ingenious tricks for imposing upon charity. In the
pamphlets of Robert Crowly, Brinklow, and other writers of satire and social
exposure in the mid-sixteenth century the references to beggars and rogues had
been increasing in number. In 1528 the beginning of Simon Fish's "Supplication"
iirectly recognized the importance of these classes and some time after, in 1531,
lobert Copland devoted his whole tract, "The Hye Way to the Spyttel Hous" to the
:lass of outlaws and knaves. In this the types of vagabonds and fools are
iescribed by the author as they come to the spyttel house and apply for admittance.
The picture, which is sometimes enlivened by the tricks of these various classes,
Lb on the whole a forbidding, pitiful one. Closely following this in 1532 came
Parker's "Manifest detection of the most vyle and detestable use of dice play and
Dther practices like the same". This discussion, which is carried on in the form
of a dialogue between an experienced man of the world and an untutored courtier,
is a more lively disclosure of the way the raw, unsuspecting ones were
fleeced of
their possessions in gaming-houses, and cozened by elaborate card and dice
tricks.
But not until Awdeley published his "Fraternitye of Vacabones"
1 in 1561,
were the complete dangers of this underworld of thieves and knaves
revealed. His
book is the source of most of the facts which the later writers of
exposure
books used. It is divided into three sections. The first section
gives a special
account of the several orders of vagabonds, definitions of their
different ranks,
and revelations of the particular tricks used by each rank. Such
disclosures of
an organized, well-equipped, dangerous class of impostors
must have made the
good people of London rise earlier in the morning. In
the second part, the three
1. The title shows the influence of the mediaeval
tradition of grouping
characters for satire under fraternities and orders.
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types of gentleman thieves with their sly, crafty tricks are concisely explained.
Sometimes there is here a slight framework of narrative, "but the graces and
ievices of a literary production are, on the whole, missing, for Awdeley's intent
was only to inform. The third part is a canting dictionary, or a dictionary of
"pedlyng frenche" which was first given by Copland.
Harman' s* "Cavert or Warening for Common Corse tors, vulgarly called
2
Vagabonds", which did incidentally acknowledge the debt it owed to Awdeley,
i»as an advance on the earlier tract both because it elaborated on Awdeley1 s and
gave fuller pictures of the various characters and their professions and because
Lt utilized some of the opportunities for ancedotes, tricks of wit, and the
lumorous and eccentric situations in which knaves might be found. At times
larman even forgets his mission as an informer and is lost in the interest which a
particularly curious character or an unusually thrilling situation evoke. Harman
vas repeatedly quoted directly and his material used indiscriminately. In 1586
fill lam Harrison In his "Description of England" prefixed to Holinshed'
s
'Chronicles" quotes Harman quite frequently in his tenth chapter In the second
)ook, "Of provision made for the poore". "The Groundwork of Couny-Catching"
iritten In 1592 by an unknown author - It has been attributed to Robert Greene on
the no very certain ground of his having written a book in three parts on Couny-
Jatching in 1591-1592 - is simply a reproduction, after the first few pages, of
larman 1 s "Coveat "
.
1. It might lend color to Harman' s descriptions to know that in private
life he was a "poore gentleman" who tried to supply the place of
•
monasteries by keepiag open house for mendicants. This personal
contact with all kinds of rogues and paupers soon showed him that he
was many times wasting his efforts on impostors. But he gelded to
make use even of this bitter experience and these broken
illusions,
and so he published his "Caveat*.
See Camb. Hist, of Eng. Lit. Ill, chap. V.
2. In Epistle dedicatory, 20.
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Of Dekker's generation the first attempt at this 3ort of literature was made
by Thomas Lodge in his "An Alarmn Against Usurers" published in 1584. The object
of this tract was to bring the tyranny of money-lenders before popular notice
and to expose the devices by which they involved young men in debt and then used
them to entangle others. Lodge's preference for a narrative framework induced him
to make the story of a virtuous young man who after his university career, comes
up to the Inns of Court and in spite of his father's warnings falls among evil
fellows, is unable to pay his debts, and is imposed upon by usurers, the excuse
for his description of abuses.
Greene has contributed more in bulk to the exposure type of literature than
any other one writer. He is, also, indebted less to the tracts of Awdeley and
Harman, for he concentrates his efforts on the panders, swindlers, and card-
sharpers who cozen inexperienced country people coming up to London. His first
tract is full of minute descriptions of these conny-catchers, and humorous
accounts of the way the men often substitute tricks of cards by women who ensnare
the innocent country bumpkin and then exact large sums of money for the alleged
violations of their honor. After this first conny-catching pamphlet, "The
Notable Discovery of Coosnage", tho an attack was made upon his life, Greene
published "The Second and Last Part of Conny-Catching", and "The Third and Last
Part of Conny-Catching". These are, of course, only elaborations of any of the
facts on conny-catching which Greene could get a hold of. In 1592 "A Disputation
between a He Conny-Catcher and a She Conny-Catcher" added another description
1. "The Defense of Connycatching", signed with pseudonym "A Connycatcher",
is primarily an abuse of Greene as an exposer. The unknown writer suggests
that Greene himself wa3 a connycatcher. The part devoted to the apology
for the act simply states that the importance of connycatching has been
quite over-estimated and that other professions in England were infinitely
more malicious and dangerous.
2. Greene explains that when he wrote his second part he
intended to do no
more with connycatchers, but meeting one day a justice of tne peace
wno
had taken down a great deal of information from his f£am£na^on
of
conny-catchers, hS decided to give this material to
the public.
See Greene's Prose Works, I, 130
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of the underworld and its evils to the rapidly growing list of such pamphlets.
Most of this particular one i3 the story of a courtesan who dupes a clever conny-
catcher. The dialogue in the first part is followed by the history of this
prostitute's life - the usual story of a woman's fall and eventual redemption by
the kindness and sympathy of a young man. "The Blacke Booke's Messenger" or as
it is called in the "Register" "The Repentance of a Conny-Catcher", is the account
of the life of a famous rascal and rogue, Ned Brown, who speaks his repentance
only from the scaffold. Besides these of Greene and the tracts of Dekker, the
only other one of this nature is Rowland's "Greene's Ghost haunting Conie-
Catchers wlwhich contributes practically no new facts, but which adds many ancedotes
of crude and sometimes really humorous farce.
Just as Greene was eminently qualified by hi3 own experience to describe the
wiles and arts of professional rogues and the dangers of falling into the hands
of Courtesans, so Dekker 1 s own experience in prison gave him an intimate and
accurate knowledge of the lowest strata Df society for the portrayal of which his
natural bent for realistic description was supremely fitted. His first exposure
book was, then, "The Belman of London: Bringing to Light the most notorious
villaines that are now Practised in the Kingdome, Profitable for Gentlemen,
Lawyers, Merchants, Citizens, Farmers, Masters of households, and all sorts of
Servants, to marke and delightful for all men to reade". This was printed three
times in the first yeare it was published, 1603 j once in 1616, and once in 1640.
Such clamoring for new editions which was not awarded the now more appreciated
"Gul's Hornbook" registers the evident popular interest rather accurately. The
device of having the Bellman, who steals forth at night and ferrets out all the
haunts of vice, give his knowledge of criminals and their lives is a quite
evident advantage. His purpose is to cure all these evil sores of the city, and
1. Evidently an attempt to play upon Greene's great reputation.
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;o do this he is willing to expose all that he knows. "At no man's bosorae doe I
)articularly strike, but only at the bodie of Vice in general."* Following the
Ledication, "To all those that either by office are sworne to punish, or in their
iwn love to vertue, wish to have the disorders of the State amended", is a table
'of the principall matters contained in this Booke".
After a few refledtions on the transitory nature of all things and a
'hapsodic praise of the country, the author - Dekker is here writing in the first
fterson - spies a lovely, green-roofed grove paved with yellow field-flowers,
telodious with the songs of birds and the murmur of streams. In a building which
ooked like a small hut from the outside, but which proved to be a small hall, the
eller of the tale is tucked away by an old beldame, "who seemed to have command
f the place", in a hidden gallery from which "I might (through wooden lattice
hat had the prospect of the dining roome) both see and hear all that was to be dons
r spoken". Gradually the whole group of rogues and thieves for whom the banquet
n the table was prepared pours in. "They are a people for whom the world cares
ot, neither care they for the world. .. .Villains they are by birth, varlets by
ducation, Knaves by profession, Beggars by the Statute, and Rogues by the Act of
I arliament". The thieves ceremony which is next described is taken direct from
'. arman in all essential details. But here it is made infinitely more effective
tecause it gives these rules of the game applied actually to a set of men who live
md breathe on the page. Dekker shows his superiority over Harman by using the
itory device to claim attention and to enlist the reader's active interest
1. This same purpose is expressed by Harman in his "Caveat". "But faithfully
for the profit and benefit of my country I have done it, that the whole
body of the realm may see and understand their hard life and
pernitious practises, that all may splendidly helpe to amend that is
amiss." 28.
2. For the full force of this statement compare Barman, 34 with
Dekker, 84.
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"The whole assembly being thus gathered together, One amongst the rest, who tooke
upon him Seniority over the rest, charged every man to answere to his name, to
see if the Jury were full: ... .Another standing by with a toast, Nut-meg, and
ginger, readie to crie Vous avez as they were cald, and all that were in the roome
having single pots by the eares, which like pistols were charged off so soone as
every they heard their names. "* The business of installing a young squire into
the brotherhood of rogues "by virtue of this soveraigne English liquer so that
henceforth it shall be lawful for thee to cant, (that is to say) to be a vagabond
and beg" is solemnly performed, and when the squire rises to his feet a confirmed
rogue, a}.l the rest in the room hang upon him for joy "like so many dogges about
a beare and leaping around him with showtes like so many mad-raen. " The one who
played "the maister-devils part among these Hell-hounds" explains to him "that
was entered into the damned Fraternitie" all the rules which a novice should know
and observe, and gives him a list of the classes of rogues - taken, of course,
from Hannan. The sly, subtle humor which runs thru all this, the skilfull blows
which Dekker inflicts on the whole order are made more effective by the constant
interest which the reader retains in the story. Dekker has not only given the
information by infusing it into a story, but has also partly accomplished his
purpose by showing the ridiculous side of the whole proceeding, and by arousing
our scorn and contempt for as well as our indignation against such abuses. This
method must have been infinitely more effective for sixteenth century readers,
than the more set, more mechanical, stereotyped form of Hannan.
But this strain is not sustained very far. After the rogues have substituted
grace by a round oath and have fallen to the banquet in silence, their teeth
making a noise "as if so many mils had been grinding", and after they have
boisterously drunk healths and have reeled up and down the table, "they sat at
table as if they had beene so many anticks: A Painter's prentice could not draw
1. Works, III, 82.
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worse faces". An oration, in the form of a mock after-dinner speech, is delivered
by the spokesman. This speech ends with the signal of "Dixi", and they all
Bhuffle away. Dekker then steals from his place of concealment and manages to
inveigle the hostess into explaining to him the various orders "with their several
qualities, and manners 6f life".
What the "old "beldame" tells Dekker is taken directly from Harman' s "Caveat",
Dekker has condensed most of the definitions and descriptions of ranks and terms,
las in many places changed the order,'1' and has omitted the ever present illustrative
Jtory in Harman. The discussion as the beldame spins it out "becomes very tedious
md wearisome; it is unrelieved by any variation in style and subject matter
ifhich at first is interesting because of its curious nature but which 30on
)ecomes too categorical. For the modern reader, then, the last half of the tract
.s practically worthless, for it merely repeats Harman and is only a classified
iatalogue of wretches. However, interest must have revived with a start for
jixteenth century readers, if it had ever really lagged while villainies of such
rital importance to their own well-being were being exposed and classified, when
ihe beldame in ending her discourse gives the exact lodgings of these knaves, "You
»hall find whole congregations of them at Saint Quintens, The three-Cranes in the
Tintry, Saint Tybs, and at Knapsburie, which foure places are foure severall
jarnes within one mile compasse neere London, being but Nick-names given to them
)y Upright-men In Middlesex likewise stand foure other Harbours for them,
lamely, Draw the pudding out of the fire, (which is in the parish of Harrow on the
1111.) The Crosse Keyes, (which is in Cranford parish,) Saint Iulians, (which is
Ln Thiatleworth parish). And the house of Fitty in Northall Farish. The Kinges
1. For example, the "Baffler" who is the rogue of highest rank in
Harman
comes second in Dekker. This changes the position of the
"Upright-man"
.
The "Hooker" is omitted from this first part of the classification
as
is also the delightful story told about "hookers" in Barman.
Similar
changes, alterations, additions, omissions are numerous.
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Barne neere Darford, and Ketbrooke neere Blackheath, are likewise houses of good
receite for them: In all shires have they such Innes as these. Many comfortable
and complacent London burgers must have been startled out of serene^ ease when they
read that within a mile of London in vacant barns lived these wretches whose sole
purpose was mischief and disturbance of public order.
After this discourse, as Dekker walks home, he reflects on what he has heard
and begins to hate as much as he had formerly loved country life, for he sees the
pleasant groves full of care and misery and thraldom and the mountains and fields
munted by evil spirits. So, with a sad heart he makes his journey back to the
:ity because the knowledge which he has acquired of evils could be of value in
curing and aiding the commonwealth. On his way into the city the Bellman of
.ondon making his nightly rounds attracts his attention and Dekker strikes up an
acquaintance with this picturesque protector of men' s homes and haunter of
shadowy nights. Dekker adds to his already large fund of information
all that
the Bellman can tell him of the cheaters law, the Vincents law, curbing law, etc.
This definitely catalogued, meticulously arranged account of the Bellman's
following so fast upon the heels of the beldame's long record very soon becomes
wearisome in spite of the fact that Dekker, the author, has tried to make it
interesting by adorning its straightforward exposure with some conceits of style.
Soon there are signs of exhaustion. "How long shall I saile upon these Godlesse
waters? Is it not time to get ashore? Is it not fit that I should now sound a
retreate and not weary my pen in the execution of such base and barbarous minded
ICaitiefs?"2
That Dekker was eminently fitted for this task of exposing the vices of the
underworld is perfectly evident from the result. Only by a close and intimate
knowledge of the facts could he have put together so skilfully and with so much
1. Works, III, 110-111.
2. Works, III, 167.
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quick perception all the intricate details of such a complex hidden system of
folly. He was fitted not only by the experience which he had gained as an
inmate of a prison from 1613-1616 and the consequent personal contact with all
that he wrote of; but also by his habit of accurate, as well as sympathetic,
observation. It is also very probable that Dekker when he was out of prison, had
mixed in all kinds of city society and had seen the popular foibles, the knavery
of villains, and the canting of thieves from various advantageous angles. We can
imagine his quick eye and retentive memory making the best of every situation
into which their owner was placed, and can see him when he sat down to dash off a
pamphlet making lively use of what he had seen and heard. All these qualities of
personal talent and genius make his "prose tracts invaluable for the information
they contain". Also they are still very interesting reading, for tho the reader
of to-day i3 often repelled by the coarseness, looseness, and lack of restraint
that characterizes them; still they are generally amusing and humorous.
Most of
Dekker' s facts are, it is true, from Harman' s "Caveat", or just as likely from
Greene's "The Groundwork of Conny-Catching".
1 But there is a great difference
1. Samuel Rowlands must have played upon Dekkers material in some singularly
underhanded way to have aroused the stinging scorn with whica Dekker
disposes of him in the address "To my owne Nation" prefixed to "Lanthorne
and Candle-light". "There is an usurer who late hath taken upon
^^elf
the name of Eel-man, but being not able to maintain that title, hee
doth
now call himself the Bel-Man' s brother. ... You shall know him by his
Habiliments, for (by the Furniture he wares) hee will be taken for a
Beadle of Bridewell". Rowlands answered this challenge in "Martin
i«ac*-
All, Beadle of Bridewell, his defense and answer to the Belman of
London", in 1610, accusing Dekker of using Harman' s material and
snowing
"the irrour in his (Dekker' s) work and true englishing of the same
—
-
that is, the error in the canting terms. A list of Rowlands own
canting
words which were included neither in Dekker nor Harman follows. But
this attack does not affedt the value of Dekker' s work nor our opinion
of him as an honest man, for, in the first place, he did not propose
to give an exhaustive treatise; his purpose was merely that of a social
reformer for which aim the facts he includes are sufficient. He even
admits in the Belman "that seven years study is little enough to reach
to the bottom of it, and to make it run off glib from the tongue".
In the second place, there were numerous other tracts on rogues from
which he could have secured any number of facts.
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between these tracts and Dekker's. This difference comes partly from the interest
which the narrative framework introduces, and partly from the intrusion of this
lively personal element. Tho Harman' s hook may be "the standard work on its
subject" and tho it maybe "well-known and richly valued",
1
it does not, on the
whole, rank with Dekker's because it lacks somewhat the quick human interest and
accurate perception of character, the lively, facile touch, and the hot indig-
nation which Dekker's warm responsive personality infused into most of what he
wrote. His pamphlet is important and of literary value chiefly for the additions
he made in bringing the facts up to date and for the fresh devices with which he
garnished the whole and made it palpable to the literary tastes of the time.
"Lanthorne and Candle-light or The Bellman' second nights-walke. In which he
brings to light a Brood of more strange Villanies then ever were til this yeare
discovered", a sequel to the "Belman of London" written to prevent further
imitation, was first published in 1609. Two editions of it were printed in 1609,
and it was again reprinted with variations and with the title "0 per se 0, or a
cryer of Lanthorne and Candle-light. Being an addison, or lengthening of the
Bellman's Second Night' s-Walke", in 1612. In 1616 another reprint of this was
made, and in 1620 a "newly corrected and enlarged" reprint. From 1609 to 1648
the work went thru nine editions - each one differing slightly from the other.
These numerous editions prove the great popularity of this particular type of
Dekker's work and the persistency of the popular demand for it. But Dekker had
evidently been criticized for his exposure of vice on the ground that it made vice
attractive and interesting enough to trarsform its readers into thieves and rogues.
He shows the absurdity of this criticism in the "Epistle Dedicatorie". "Some
perhaps will say that this lancing of the pestilent sores of a Kingdome so
openly may infest those in it that are found, and that in this our schools
others that never knew such evils, wil be now instructed to practise them.
If so,
1. Introduction to the "Caveat" by Edward Vilss and F. J. Furnivall, iv.
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then let not a traitor, or a murderer be publicly arraigned, lest the ones laying
open to the world, how his plots were woven to contrive treason, or the other,
what pollicies he was armed with, for the shedding of blood, the standers-by
(that are honest) be drawn (by their rules) to run headlong into the same mischief"
etc. 1 He explicitly insists again that his purpose is to cure. "Give me leave
to lead you by the hand into wildernesse (where none but monsters, whose
cruelties you need not feare, because I teach the way to tame them: yet to behold
them from afar may delight you, and to know their quail it ies (if ever you should
come neere them) may serve you much danger)."
The first chapter of "Lanthorne and Candle-light" gives a humorous description
of the origin of canting, the thieves language, in the confusion at the Tower of
Babel, a discussion of the language, its affinities with Latin and its method of
forming compounds. A canting vocabulary, canting rimes Englished for the
benefit of the reader, and a bit of canting prose follow. Dekker, as usual
ingenious in enlivening the material which he borrows by fresh and skilfull
devices, in the second chapter takes the reader to Hell during Tearme
Time. The
description of Hell with its sins and its terrifying convictions is
much more
quiet, subdued, and sober than the attempt at boisterous ribaldry
and riotous
allusion in "Newes from Hell". The only touch of humor comes
toward the end of
the description. "But upon a day when a great matter was to be
tryed between an
Englishman and a Dutchman, which of the two were the fowlest Drinkers, and the
case being a long time in arguing, by reason that strong evidence came in
reeling
on both sides, (yet it was thought that the English-man would carry
it away, and
cast the Dutchman)." 2 In the midst of the judgments the spirit of a Post
interrupts bringing the news, in a packet of letters, that the
work of the
Bellman had been threatening the Kingdom of Hell on earth.
Naturally, the Devil
is deeply concerned for the fate of his other kingdom, for «if such
a conjurer
1. Works, III, 179.
2. Works, III, 209.
s
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(as the Bellman) at midnight should dance in their circles, and not "be driven out
of them, heel in a few years would not be worth dwelling in". But the Devil hits
upon a way of preventing this dire calamity. At a council where various bits of
foolish advice are given by advisers, the "Cloven-footed orator" decides to send
a messenger to earth to keep his declining interests alive.
The remainder of the hook is similar in kind of material to the "Belman of
London". The discussion of Gull-groping, at the first, is given a delicious
ironic twist and realistic interest by the story of the difficulties in which the
Devil's footman finds himself because he is not attired well "for here, men were
look'd uppon only for their outsides" says Dekker satirically. When the "Stygian
traveler" is transformed into a gallant at the tailors, he finds his proper company
at the ordinary, "the only rendevous for the most ingenious, most terse, most
travaild, the most fantastick gallant: the very exchange for news of al countries:
the only Booke-sellers shop for conferences of the test editions, that if a
woman (to he a Lady) would cast herself upon a knight, there a man should hear a
catalogue of most of the richest London widows: and last, that it was a schools
where they were all fellows of one forme, and that a country gentleman was of a
great coming as the proudest Justice that sat there on the bench ahove him:
for
he that had the graine of the table with his trencher, payd no
more then he that
placed himself beneath the salt."
1 The picture which the Devil draws of gull-
gropers whose "whole felicities being to fill his bags with gold and silver" and
who comes to the ordinary to cheat in any way possible is a highly colored one.
The Po-st from Hell seeing them cozened by using card and dice tricks is so
filled
with joy that he sends a special messenger to the Master Keeper of the Devils
full of the glad news. The other nine chapters of the book
describe in similar
ways the various evil professions, the tricks of horse
dealers, the evasions of
"moon-men", the deceptions o% Sacke-in-a-boxe" the gentlemanly poses of
"Eanchriders", and the gratuitious extractions of "Fawhoners
.
"
1. Works, III, 221.
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"Lanthorne and Candle-light" is an improvement on "The Belman of London"
because it is fresher, more original and shows Dekker less hampered by the
necessity for cataloguing his material. Of course, in explaining the different
orders and villainies, he has to follow the form of giving definitions of their
names, the purpose of their work, the tricks they use, and an example of the way
they do their work. But to vary this set form Dekker introduces each separate
profession in some novel way. For instance, in introducing the social art of
ferreting lie connects it with the many kinds of field hunting abroad, each of
which has its separate advantages and skill. "But good people must remember that
there is another kind of close citty hunting only within the walls.... In
hunting the game is commonly still before you, or in the hearing, and within a
little. In Hawking the game flies farre off, and sometimes out of sight. A
couple of Hookes therefore (that were birds of the last feather) conspired
together abroad, into the countrie: upon two leane hackneies were these two
Doctor doddipols horsti Civilly suited, that they might carry about them some
badge of a Scholler."
1
The whole account after this is given in ordinary hawking
terms: "How the bird is caught", "How the bird is drest", etc. Besides this
device of relating the explanations to common terras and thus making them both
more interesting and more intelligible, Dekker, ever realizing the fascination
which even a slight thread of narrative has for the popular mind, arranges his
information in the form of a story. Every explanation is set upon a framework
of narrative by retaining always the unifying figure of the Post who by some
contrivance always manages to get to the inside of these hidden performances. The
best example of this is his sudden falling in with the "Light Horsemen" who were
going hawking. After their work is done he follows them to a tavern where they
were spending the results of the day's labor and elicits from them all the details.
Even tho we may lose in the intricacies of detailed information all traces of
1. Works, III, 238.
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this messenger for a short time, we are always reminded of his presence again.
For instance, he appears suddenly after the description of the gypsies. "Lucifers
Lansprizado that stood aloof to behold the mutterings of these Hell-hounds, took
delight to see them Double their Fyles so nimbly, but held it no polling to come
neere them. Away therefore hee gallops, knowing that at one time or another they
would all come to fetch their pay in Hell."
1 He travels from country to city and
back again. But in the country where he finds the plague of suburban houses
flourishing, he has most cause for joy. "0 wide mouthed Hell! laugh Lucifer at
this, Dance for joy." Not until the very last two pages does Dekker explain how
all this information which the Devil's messenger has been gathering happened to
come into the possession of the Bellman. "3ut, at the last, meeting with the
Bell-man, and not knowing what he was without his Lanthorne and some other
implements. .. .he tooke him for some churish Hobgoblin, seeing a long staffe on his
necke, and therefore to be one of his owne fellows." The messenger thus unwittingl:
discloses all he has learned to the Bellman.
There are several passages of special interest in "Lanthorne and Candle-light"
The fifth chapter on Falconers, "Of a newe kind of Hawking, teaching how to catch
birds by hookes" is an account of the way the wealthy, but perhaps vain, men of
London were cheated out of their money by pamphleterrs who could dedicate their
stuff by means of the alphabet which they carried around with them at the shortest
notice and slightest provocation to any desirable person. The best bits of prose
here are the speech which the false scholar makes when he solicits aid and Dekker'
8
outburst of righteous indignation against the corruption of and imposition on the
literary profession. The angry perplexity of the truly ardent reformer bursts
into eloquence at some of the revelations of vice and squalor. Over the suburban
plague he rails, "You guardians over so great a Princess as the oldest daughter of
King Brutus, why are you so careful to plant Trees to beautify your outward
1. Works, III, 264.
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valks, yet suffer the goodliest garden (within) to be over-run with stincking weedes
fou are the proining knife which should lappe off such idle, such unprofitable and
such destroying branches from the Vine: The beames of your Authoritie should
purge the ayre of such infection: your breath of Justice should scatter those
foggy vapors, and drive them out of your gates as Chaffe tossed abroad by the
finds . "
8.
It is extremely difficult to draw a sharp line of distinction between what
las been called exposure books and that other large class of panphlets and prose
tracts of all kinds which deal not with the underworld primarily, but with London
Life of a more respectable level and which at the same time, do disclose knavery,
md deceit, and trickery. That the prose of comment on London life is diversified
ridely both in its intent and its design is of necessity true. It ranges from the
pure inoffensive social satire of the MG'uls Home -book" to the quick harsh flashes
>f Nashe. The rogue books exerted a direct impetus on the writing of this type
>f social literature because they helped to satisfy the almost insatiable curiosity
ibout life.
Greene, after he had got his training from the pamphlets on conny-catching,
published in 1592 "A Quip for an Upstart Courtier, or A Quaint Dispute between
Velvet-Breeches and Cloth-Breeches". The greatest part of this is devoted to a
iispute between a courtier and a tradesman as to the relative values of the two.
)he jury which decides the case is composed of tradesmen. This device gives
Jreene a chance to depict all varieties of honest tradesmen, to add one more blow
to the accumulated attack on fashionable spendthrifts, and to reflect the
iemocratic tendencies and sympathies which were becoming a vital part of London
Life. Tho the form of this is the mediaeval dream-vision of the conventional type,
*nd the idea of grouping characters, members of trades and professions for
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purposes of review is an old one,* Greene makes his character sketches immediately
i part of the age by depicting them in the light of the feud between courtier and
;radesman which was so soon to culminate in civil war. Greene also adds to the
jurpose of character sketches which had heretofore prompted the portrayal of
typical members of a class - the sociological, the political, and the ethnological
purposes-- the aim of extracting a moral or a humorous interest from a description
if personality and manners. Greene's other contribution to social commentary was
;he "Groatsworth of Wit" which has also an autobiographical interest. The
.icentiousness laxness of London dissipations which concealed themselves under the
•enascence ideal of culture and which used classical preciousness as a garb for
•iotous debauchery are the dominant characteristics of the persons described.
Lodge's single tract, "Wit's Misery and the World's Madness. Discovering the
)evil8 incarnate in this age", is an ordered, methodical arrangement of the vices
.llustrated by allusions from classical and modern history. On the whole, this
,ack8 the flexibility, the fresh odor of the soil, the convincing life-like touches
if the less learned, perhaps less refined, Dekker. The social satire, sometimes
anticipating Addison and Steele, is burdened by the Jonsonian conception of humor.
In striking contrast to Lodge is the plain, natural Nashe who sometimes lashes
;he follies of the age with a pitiless whip and sometimes embodies its absurdities
Ln the drollery of actual character. Most of the vanity of the age he found in
affectations and in the roguery which foolishly and unblushingly masks as
•espectable. In "Fierce Pennilesse, his Supplication of the Devil" a literary man,
>ierce
;
(identified with Nashe) who finds that appeals to the dhurch are useless,
presents a petition to the Devil for the release of money. The contemporary satire
.n this is grafted onto the mediaeval conception of the seven deadly sins,
lowever, the portraiture of life is not limited to London; all the sins find their
iounterpart in foreign types - pride in the Spaniards, gluttony in the Dutchman,
1. See bibliography on this type Camb.Hist.of Eng. Lit. , III, 548-50.
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etc. This collection of portraits is always colored "by Nashe's wit and prejudice
and by his own personal ambitions and aspirations. It is also vivified by the
terseness of characterization which sees "beyond externals into the heart of a
character.* Nashe's "Terrors of the Night" was composed when the fears of men
were being augmented by another wave of alarm over the supposed increasing power
of the Devil. Stories were again flying from one wild-eyed citizen to another
of the conquests of the Devil, of the mystery of charms, and of the perils of the
night. The report of a man who had seen "seven fantastic visions" and then died
fanned these sparks of superstition into flames of panic insanity. Nashe's common
sense and his calm refutation of the beliefs of astrologers, of the "dogma of
St. Chroyostom that the Devil can multiply himself indefinitely" , of the power
of magic ointments, and of the significance of dreams must have come like a dash
of cold refreshing water on this delirium of fear. There is no form in the
pamphlet, for Nash seems to follow the natural flow of his random thots. Perhaps
nowhere in his prose can there be found so much of the moralist's precepts as
the series of instructions which is culled from the vision he has been describing.
4
There are moral precepts for all classes of people and for all professions.
Even tho this tract is not comparable to the others for the exact picture it gives
of London life, it is a part of the literature of social comment by virtue of its
reflection of the thot of the age. "The Anatoraie of Absurdity" was originally
intended for an attack on the female sex, and the first quarter is concerned with
this, but the remainder is a miscellaneous mixture of attack on Puritans and
on bad poets, a vindication of good poetry, an exhortation to the better use of
1. Examples of this are: the travelled Englishman "who would be humorous
forsooth, and have a broode of fashions by himself", or the politician
who thot "to be counted rare by being solitarie".
2. See Camb. Hist, of Eng. Lit., I?, 372.
3. Camb. Hist, of Eng. Lit., IV, 373.
4. Examples of this in the prose, 384.
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learning, and general advice as to methods of studies. In all this attack, abuse,
wid moral precept there is, of course, the ever-recurring study of contemporary
Banners and Nashe's characteristic humor in the face f foibles and follies. So
the next denouncement of his age Nash very unexpectedly prefixed a religious
declaration of good will and peace to the world. The first part of this, "Christ's
Tears Over Jerusalem", is only a paraphrase of the story of the crimes of the Jews
and their punishment by the destruction of Jerusalem, but the second part which
predicts the same sort of judgment on London unless the people depart from their
evil ways is another arraignment of the abuses of the time. Nash in becoming a
preacher has lost some of his originality and fine contact with life so that
this tract lacks, for the most part, the subtle satire and keen humor of the
former revelations.
In this stream of social comment Dekker has paddled his own little boat with
unusual agility and skill. To the variety of formal and old-fashioned mediums
for the expression of new modern ideas he added nothing. HVhat innovations he has
made in ideas he has necessarily expressed in the forms he found ready at hand.
One of these old well-worn devices was the mediaeval seven deadly sins.
The tract
which he wrote after this style, "The Seven deadly Sinnes of London.
Drawne in
seven several Coaches. Through the seven severall Gates of the
Citie. Bringing
the Plague with them", was written according to Dekker' s own
testimony, "opus
septem Dierum", in the short space of a week sometime in 1606.
The introduction
to the tract is almost more interesting from the point of view of
Dekker' s own
personality than the work itself, for it gives an entirely new phase
of his thot.
For a time, at least, he drops all suggestion of jest or ribaldry and writes
in
a very serious vein. "I find it written in that Booke where no
untruthes can be
read: in that Booke whose leaves shall out-last sheets of brasse,
and whose
lynes leade to eternity, yea, even in that Booke that was pend
by the best
Author of the best wisedome, allowed by a Diety, licensed by the
Omnipotent, and
published (in all Languages to all Nations) by the greatest, truest, and only
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Divine, thus I find it written that for Sinne, Angels were thrown out of Heaven;
for Sinne the first man that ever was made, was made an outcast:"* etc., for two
his
pages. Not only/serious bent but his personal interest in and love for London are
given in this Induction. "0 London, thou art great in glory and envied of thy
greatness.... Thou art the goodliest of thy neighbors, but the prowdest; the
ureal thiest, but the most wanton. Thou hast all things in thee to make thee
fariest, and all things in thee to make thee foulest: for thou art attir'de here
i Bride, daawing all that look upon thee to be in love with thee, but there is
nuch of the harlot in thine eyes. Thou sitst in thy Gates heated with V/ines, and
Ln thy Chambers with lust. What miseries have of late overtaken thee? Yet (like
i foole that laughs when hee is putting on Fetters) thou hast bin merry in the
leight of thy misfortunes. " This sentence epitomizes Dekker' s complete attitude
toward the evil city which he trembled for and at the same time loved, and it
•eflects his constant devotion to the life of the city.
The plan of the tract, in addition to its definite statement in the title, is
jiven on the first page of chapter one. "And because London disdaines to come
»hort of any city, either in magnificence, state, or expences upon such an
>ccasion, solemne order was set downe, and seven several solemne days appointed
;o receive these seven Potentates: for they carry the names of Princes on earth,
tnd wheresoe're they inhabit, in a short time are they Lords of Great Dominions."
»The names of the actors in this old Enterlude of Iniquitie" are Politike
iankerupt isme , Lying, Candle-light, Sloth, Apishnesse, Shaving,
Crueltie".
'Seven may easily play this, but not without a Divell." Thus, the arrangement
is
limilar to that of an old morality, except, of course, that
here the qualities
personified are not the same seven. These seven sins of London
make their
entrance one after another, one in each chapter, into the city in
triumph with
the necessary accompaniments and the appropriate attendants.
At the end of each
1. Works, II, 7.
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chapter there is an elaborate description of a coach in which each of the seven
is drawn. Some of these particular sins of London need explanation. Politike
Bankeruptisme is one of the London methods of cheating men as is also Shaving,
which refers more definitely to several specific methods: to "cruel and covetous
landlords. ... that for a quarters rent will pull out their ministers throte, if he
were their tenant";^ to usurers "who for a little money and a great deal of trash
bring young Novices into a fooles Paradise till they have sealed the morgage of
their lands, and then like pedlars go they";
2 to "market-folkes, Bakers, Brewers,
all that weigh their Consciences in scales"; and to "the shaving of fatherless
children and of widowes", etc. Candle-light means all the sins of night, and
Apishnesse is but counterfeiting or imitation. It is brot in by rich men's sons
and women, "men's shee apes". The others, Lying, Sloth, and Crueltie need no
elucidation.
The most vigorous of these chapters is the one on Crueltie. Here Dekker
seems to be the humane reformer exhorting a cruel, selfish, and conceited
world
to look around at its sins and to take pity on its oppressed and sorrowing
multitudes. Dekker' s own position in regard to the importance of this sin is
made very clear when he says, "The other sixe monsters transforme
themselves into
amiable shapes. .. .but Crueltie is a hag, horred in forme, terrible in
voice,
formidable in threates, a tyrant of his very lookes, and a murderer
in all his
actions."3 Tho London has its share of whipping posts for vagabonds, "stocks
and cage for unruly beggars", courts of justice for all kinds of offenders, still
real cruelty comes in compelling young girls to marry old men.
4 The picture of
1. Works, II, 64.
2. Works, II, 64-65.
3. Works, II, 68.
4. G-. Wilkins in "The Miseries of Enforced Marriage" presents the
Elizabethan dramatization of this same cruel custom.
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this pitiful situation is dramatically portrayed. But there are also other forms
of terrible cruelty. The cruelty of creditors who keep "men in prison so long,
til sickness and death deale mildly with them",^ the cruelty "of want of
provisions for those that dye in the fields" are the subjects of Dekker's
eloquent arraignment. The most barbarous cruelty because "it is half against thy
own selfe and half against thy Dead Sonnes and Daughters is the want of a place for
burial in extremity of sickness." The ghastly warning against this form of
cruelty is, "But suppose the Pestiferous Deluge should againe drowne this little
world of thine, and that thou must be compeld to breake open those caves of
horror and gastlinesse, to hide more of thy dead household in them, what rotten
stenches and contagious damps would strike up into thy nostrils?" The strength
of the impression which this list of sins has made on the author leads him to
earnest exhorting of the people of London to rise up and cast off these devils.
But animated and vehement as this tract is in its individual pictures, it
often becomes tedious and shows too frequently signs of exhaustion, probably
because the plan is too mechanical and stereotyped and is unrelieved by variations
which hold interest. However, it probably took courage for a man dependent upon
ais pen for his next meal to remonstrate and preach to London in this way; and,
even tho the sermon accomplished little in alleviating tendencies toward vice,
for we suspect that the Bellman and Conny-catching type of pamphlet would have
acre influence on sixteenth century society, it at least gives us more
information-
perhaps exaggerated and slightly distorted for the sake of vividness - on
some
of the social history of the period. Some of these items are "quaint
and fitful";
some are simply little flashes of lightning glimpses into the
trivialities of a
past age.
1. Works, II, 72.
2. This same abuse is constantly repeated in "The
Wonderful Yeare".
3. Works, II, 76.
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"The Dead Tearme or Westminister 1 a Complaint for long vacations and short
termes. Written in manner of a Dialogue between the two Cities London and
Westminister" 1608, another social pamphlet, is one more example of Dekker's
pamphlets which is all too evidently written to fill up a glaring gap in finances.
It shows frequent signs of exhaustion and many attempts at padding. In
Westminister's speech, after a few rhapsodic words of praise for London, there is a
an encomium of ancient Charing Cross, a list of the sins of Westminister, and an
enumeration of the "21 Kings and Oueenes besides the wives of those Kings that
have been Crouned at Westminister" and of all the Kings and Queens buried there.
1
The actual complaint of Westminister mourns the difference in her popularity and
gaiety during Tearme time compared with the quiet and inertia which vacations
bring. In this speech the long praise of the law with its jaunty paradox in
praise of going to law brings us back to Dekker in his more attractive, more
clever vein. "He that is up to the eares in Law, is up to the eares in experience;
He cannot chose but bee a good subject because he keeps the Statutes and
ordinances of his country; he cannot choose but prove a worthy soldier, because
he
is still in action: he must of necessity be both honest and pittifull, for he
measures other mens cases by his owne Law: why it makes a man watchfull, for he
that meddles with it, is sure never to sleepe?"
2 The praise of the pen is just
as animated if not quite so sprightly, as this one. But, it is cut short with,
fThus have I made thee a witness of my lamentations; the teares of mine eyes have
in their falling down, dropt upon thine owne cheekes." Such a passage comes as a
rather sudden jolt and an awkward attempt to unify the speech. The purpose of
the speech is, of course, plain, but the violent intrusions of any kind of
extraneous matter are often disconcerting.
London's speech in answer to Westminister is a mechanically catogorical
1. Most of this was probably taken from Stow' s "Survey of
the Old
Chroniclers'.'.
2. Works, IV, 31.
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one answering in order all the statements in the former speech and intending to
bear a reproach to Westminister for complaining thus of her unimportant woes.
The complaint of St. Paules St»eple balances the one by Charing Cross and shows
how its grievances are heightened by the remembrance of its noble foundation and
illustrious history, most of which is given in some detail from the founder
Ethelbert, King of Kent- The abrupt end of this complaint is followed by a list
of the sins of London and another spirited denouncement of these sins. In the
passage on the pernicious influence of these evils in cities Dekker takes on the
familiar guise of a vehement, social reformer.
The remainder of the sections are on completely disconnected subjects with
no apparent thread of connection. The first, "Ey What Names London from time to
time hath bin called and how it came to be divided into wards" is not at all
noteworthy except in the author's broad assumption of unlimited patience from his
readers. "London's Complaint about the Flague" links this tract with "The
Wonderful Yeare". The story of the young London Draper who died of it at
Sturbridge Fayre and was robbed by a couple of Porters, one of them counterfeiting
madness, and the cry of woe from a city in the throes of the plague add almost
nothing to the picture in "The Wonderful Yeare" except another very humorous,
perhaps more ingenious, story. The reference to Hamlet and Tom of Bedlam
1 is
interesting and may indicate the attitude of contemporary London on the much
discussed question of Hamlet's madness.
Satires on women are as old as literature itself. In all ages the traditional
faithlessness, domestic tyranny, insolence, unreasonable perversity of women have
been the butt of ridicule, satire, and humorous as well as serious denunciation.
In the fifteenth and early sixteenth centuries the satire was most often on the
type of female who seeks the society of the tavern and its adventures and who
has successively married and buried a number of husbands. Skelton's
"Tunnying
1. Works, IV, 82-83.
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if Elynour Rummyng" is an example of the first type, and "Theboke of Mayd Emlyn"
5f the second. "The Schole-hous of Women" is the best known and most representative
3f these became it summarizes most of the ideas contained in them. Dekker, then,
in writing his satire was following a literary tradition; and in giving his
pictures of domestic discord was only putting into new form the old warnings
against marriage. The insidious qualities of the female character - deceit,
quick- temper, plaint iveness, loquacity, and fastidiousness - had all been the
Inspiration for comic situations and ludicrous character drawing.
"The Batchelors Banquet, or a Banquet for Batchelors. Wherein is prepared
undry dainty dishes to furnish their Table, curiously drest, and seriously served
In. Pleasantly discoursing the variable humours of Women, their quickness of Wittes
and unsearchable deceits," was published in 1603. The goal of the book is to
;onvince bachelors that their lonely state is much more desirable than
that of the
"poore wretches" who have got "into Lobs pound", i.e., into
tumult, trouble, and
poverty by marrying. To reconcile bachelors and to warn them against entering
oatrimony the humours of married women are described in some fifteen chapters.
Cach chapter depicts some whim, fancy, or extravagance, such as "The humor of a
vife new married" or "The humor of a woman that strives to master her hustand",
Ln which the woman appears to great disadvantage because of her vanity and
deceit
and the man as the poor innocent dupe of her wiles. Each chapter
ends with a
noral sentiment like the following: "Thus according to his own rash
desire, he is
ap to his eares in Lobs-pound, and for all the woe and wretchedness
that he hath
felt, he would net be out againe, but doth then willingly conscience
himself in
continual care, sorrow and trouble, till death doth set him free."
1
This tract is actually only an adaptation of the fifteenth
century satire by
Antoine de la Salle, the "Quinze Joyes du Mariage", which itself
sums up previous
satire on women. Tho the theme is old and tho some of the contents are
translated
almost directly, Dekker plays upon the sharp irony and sometimes
harsh expression
1. Works, I, ISC.
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of the original with his facile humor, his whole-hearted
spontaneity, and his
delightfully whimsical twist of mind. The result is a complex
of mellow irony and
exuberant, sometimes false, gaiety. But Dekker was able
always to enliven the
most commonplace or outworn subject with a wealth of graphic
detail, dramatic
situation, and circumstances applicable to his own
time. It is almost impossible
to quote from chapters for illustration because the
passages all depend for their
humor and vividness on the context. The dialogue
in the first chapter between the
wife who has acquired an overwhelming passion for a
new dress and a poor husband
who is striving to make both ends meet has all the character portrayal
and
dramatic humor of dialogue in Dekker' s plays. The lamentation
"No more like the
woman I was, then an apple is like an oyster-coming from
the lips of a fading
beauty; the comic dialogue between the husband who
has brought home guests for
dinner and the wife who has put everything under
lock and key all remind us of the
kind of situation and character which have been
constantly employed by every
generation of great humorists. This same
material in a less crude, uncouth form
is used by the eighteenth century essayists for
their more polite, more delicate
satires. It is certainly ture that here the range
of comic appeal is wide. From
the terrible bitterness in the picture of
the she-devil wife who torments her
husband by leaving the hen-house door open
for the ravages of the fox, by beating
his favorite child when he comes home at
night, and by setting the children to
crying after he has gone to bed so that
the poor man can have no rest,
to the
harmless humor of "the woman that still desires to
be gadding about" there is an
almost inexhaustible variety of circumstance and
good-natured. humor.
But the pamphlet which shows Dekker at his
highest point of achievement,
the tract which enjoys general critical approval is
"The Guls Hom-Booke or
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Fashions to please all sorts of Guls". 1 It is an ironic manual of instructions
for the conduct and behavior of all kinds of young "bloods about town. The idea
Dekker got from Dedekind' s "Grobianus". In the preface "To the Reader" he says,
"It hath a relish of Grobianisme, and tastes very strongly of it at the beginning:
the reason thereof is, that, having translated many Bookes of that into English
Verse, and not greatly liking the Subject, I altered the Shape, and of a Dutchman
fashioned a meere Englishman. .. .1 draw the pictures only of Guls." Tho this
attempted translation was of much assistance in giving the idea for his own
manual, he soon broke away from the original and concentrated his efforts on the
picture of the typical gull about the town in hi3 own day. The spirit of the two, 1
aside from the fact that the "Horn-booke" follows Grobianus only in the first three
chapters, is entirely dissimilar. Grobianus is the type of hortatory satire which
because it is addressed to the intelligence of a crude boorish kind of person, a
simpleton, is often offensive. Literary merit can hardly be claimed for it, nor
can it be considered valuable as an index to the social life of the sixteenth
century, for "it is concerned far more with such personal matters as cleanliness
2 I
and control of the body than with behavior in society". On the other hand, the
best part of Dekker' s work, the descriptions of the gull in ordinary, theatre,
tavern, and on his way home at night are highly entertaining and vastly useful for
the light they throw on the life of the time.
1. It was published in 1609 and not again for two hundred years. In 1670
Sam Vincent issued "The Young Gallant's Academy", which was an attempt
to bring the "Horn-booke" up to date. The changes made here are changes
of fact rather than spirit. For instance, "he omits altogether the
chapter of a gull at Paul's Walks .... showing that the use of Old St. Paul's
as a general meeting place for gallants had passed away. "(McXerrow
edition of "Guls Horn-booke, Introduction, VII.) In 1812 Dr. Uott edited
a reprint of the original tract. In 1862 it was reprinted and published
by M. M. Mullen. This edition is listed as an "annotated reprint of
that put forth by Dr. Nott in the year 1812V. The Nott edition was
edited again by C. Hindley in the "Old Book Collection Miscellany",
Vol.11, Part 7. The edition by Grosart belongs to 1884, and the
selections in Saintsbury' s "Elizabethan and Jacobean Pamphlets"
to 1892,
2. McKerrow, v.
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The book itself is divided into eight chapters the substance of which is
stated on the page preceding the Prooemium . In these eight chapters we see the
gull from the time he gets up in the morning, dresses with meticulous cars, walks
in Paul's, dines at noon at an ordinary, goes to the theatre in the afternoon,
dines again at a tavern, and prowl3 thru London at night. In Powles*Walkes the
instructions begin thus, "How for your venturing into the Walke, be circumspect
and wary what piller you come in at, and take heed in any case that you avoid the
Servingmans logg, and approach not within five sadom of that piller; but bend
your course directly in a middle line, that the whole body of the church may
appear to be yours; where, in view of all you may publish your suit in what manner
you most affect, either with the side of your cloake from one shoulder, and then
you must (as twere in anger) suddenly snatch at the middle of the inside (if it
be taffeta at least) and sp by this means your costly lining is betrayd, or else
by the pretty advantage of complement. But one note by the way doe I especially
wool you to, the neglect of which makes you Gallants cheape and ordinary,
that by
no meanes you be seene above foure tumes; but in the first make your
self away,
either in some of the Sempster's shops, the new Tobacco-office, or
amongst the
Booke-sellers, where if you cannot reade, exercise your smoake, and
inquire who
has writ against this divine weede....if by chance you either encounter,
or aloofe
off throw your inquisitive eye upon any Knight or Squire, being
your familiar,
salute hi* by his name of Sir such a one, or so. but call him Ned,
or Jack. This
will set off your estimation with great men", ate. Once inside the
ordinary the
gull need not be hesitant about his exact conduct, for here
Dekker has given him
the most specific directions for every move he cares to
make. Soldiers, courtiers,
poets being distinct social classes and having a kind of
professional esprit to
maintain, have special sets of directions. "If
you be a Poet, and come into the
Ordinary order yourself thus. Observe no man, doff
not cap tt that Gentleman to
day at dinner, to whom, not two nights since,
you were beholden for a supper;
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but, after a turne or two in the roome, take occasion (pulling out your gloves) to
have some Epigram, or Satyre, or Sonnet fastened in one of them that way (as it
were vomittingly to you) offer itselfe to the Gentlemen: they will presently desire
it: but, without much conjuration from them, and a pretty kind of counterfet
Loathnes in yourselfe, do not read it; and tho it he none of your owne, sweare
you made it. Mary, if you chaunce to get into your hands any witty thing of a
another man's, that is somewhat better, I would councell you then, if demand
bee
node who composed it, you may say: faith, a learned Gentleman, a very worthy
friend. And this seeming to lay it on another man will be counted either
modestie
in you, or else that you dare not take it upon you for feare of the sharpness that
it carries with it. "etc. For men in general the instructions are no less minute.
The description of the gallant in the play-house has, in addition to its intrinsic
value, the interest of a personal grudge because it probably reflects the often
bitter experience of the aspiring young play-wright who had to endure the assaults
of these pleasure-loving, idle, mostly empty-headed youths. This passage has
been quoted too often to require repetition.
This whole book is much more mature in form, in spirit, and in style than
any of Dekker' s prose which preceded it. It is not a kind of hodge-podge
effusion bound together by a purely artificial arrangement, such as "The Seven
Deadly Sinnes"; it has an inner unity as well as an external plan. The character
of the gull, in general, binds the chapters together. The gull, as Dekker saw
him, was the result of a particular complex of the social changes which London
had been experiencing. 1 The new social order consisting of wealthy young men
who sought experience and fortunes in the city had no definite standard! of
conduct, no tradition of convention by which it might regulate its behavior.
The inevitable result was that each individual gull strove to assert his own
personality and to impress upon the public his own value of his importance.
1. See Introductory chapter, 4-5.
*
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Dekker's gull is all this and a little more. We feel constantly that tho the gull
is a simpleton, he is at lsast animated by the splendid desire of "being a wit,
and that tho he is a fool, he maybe by natural inclination, a sharper. Thus, by
penetrating insight into the character of this class, Dekker is able to unify his
whole conception by a keen analysis of motive.
The full reports of or allusions to all the fads, fashions, and customs of
the day are abundant. To be sure a large portion d>f the actual facts known of
this period of London social life are gathered from the Horn-book, and the value
of such a contribution to our knowledge of the social customs of the day is not
to be underestimated. Still if the tract were no more than a manual of fascinating
directions and a clear, unclouded photograph of a by-gone age, it would by no
means hold the increasingly high place in literature which succeeding generations
of appreciative, sympathetic readers are giving to it. Men and women will
always find delight in the eternally, essentially human portrayal of character,
in the power of getting dramatically under the external affectations to the real
mainsprings of action and thot. If the genial warmth of a sunny, light-hearted
spirit had not bean abundantly poured into the mixture of vivid satire and
brilliant wit, all the keen, penetrating observation of life and character might
have lost its mellow tone. If the foibles and follies of mankind which have been
so completely realized in actual character depressed Dekker, and if he had been
unable to see life clearly and to see it whole, his experience and powers might
have been wasted on mere cynicism. But Dekker looked at life's little ironies
with a twinkling eye which sent its gleams of scintillating light into all the
bitterest of trivialities and the most pathetic of vital tragedies. To a
temper ardent and undampened by reverses, a mind crammed with wit and untold
resources, and a soul made strong and full by hardships were added a precious
spark of genius and the delicate sensitiveness of a poet. All these personal and
artistic qualities make the "GulsHorn-Booke" Dekker's consummate achievement in
prose.

The place, rather small it is true, Dekker holds in the development of the
English essay has not in this analysis been made clear. To the actual essay form
ae has contributed practically nothing; but he has, at times, shown glimpses of
that indefinite, intangible quality called the essay spirit. Tho these glimpses
are often fleeting, they are significant for an understanding of his prose and for
I fuller comprehension of his attractive personality. In "The
GulsRonx=booke"
Dekker does link himself more definitely with later developments in prose,
in the
assay, and shows a more decided resemblance to his fellows in the literary craft
who belonged to a later age. This most popular tract and the essays of Steele
rod Addison are intimately connected both in matter and in tone. At the beginning
3f the eighteenth century London was the scene of a conflict of social forces
similar to that of Dekker' s time. The remnant of the Restoration social order
which gave itself up to ostentation and to abandon was being forced to meet face
to face the middle class now suddenly become not only materially but socially
prominent and developing a standard of manners and culture of its own free from
pedantry of any kind. This new class found its apostles in Steele and Addison
who tried to supply the demand of a growing group of serious-minded men for
honest
reflection and earnest thot. The habit of the coffee-house was growing. Men
were finding their recreation in the exchange of ideas on the happenings of
the
day, on social customs, on philosophy, etc., in preference to the meaningless
frivolities which had before occupied most of the idle hours. This growth of
interest in intelligent conversation tended to make all subjects the material for
some kind of discussion. Thus, when Steele and Addison began the journals of
coffee-house discussion, the principal subjects, aside from the informing ones on
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politics, foreign affairs, etc., naturally were the ones on manners which this
yet •unstable class was interested in. On questions of "breeding, good taste,
courtesy this class had its traditions as yet unfcrmed as had also the gulls of
Dekker's day. And so Steele and Addison as well as Dekker were addressing a public
interested in manners and social conduct.
Altho Steele's purpose is always more serious and his attack more constructive
than Dekker's, for he shows his readers that courtesy, repression of self-
assertivenes3, forbearance and kindness are the social graces most worth cultivat-
ing, still the general spirit and effect of both are the same. To see the actual
significance of this statement it is necessary to quote from Steele. The
description of elaborate foolish fashions in "The Tatler" is written by a man
essentially akin to Dekker in spirit. "It would be very obliging
in all such
persons, who feel in themselves that they are not sound of
understanding, to give
the world notice of it, and spare mankind the pains of finding it out. A cane
upon the fifth button shall henceforth be the type of the Dapper;
red-heeled shoes,
and a hat hung upon one side of the head, shall signify a Smart; a good periwig
made into a twist, with a brick cork, shall speak a mettled fellow; and an upper
lip covered with snuff denotes a coffee-house statesman. But as it is required
that all coxcombs hang out their signs, it is on the other hand expected, that
men of real merit should avoid anything particular in dress, gait, or behavior.
The affectations of women are depicted in the same vein. "As a rake among men
is the man who lives in constant abuse of his reason, so a coquette among women
is one who lives in continued misapplication of her beauty. The chief of all
whom I have the honour of being acquainted with, is pretty Mrs. Foss: she is ever
in practice of something which disfigures her and takes from her charms, though
all she does, tends to a contrary effect. She has naturally a very agreeable
1. The Tatler, No. 96.
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voice and utterance, which she has changed for the prettiest lip imaginable. She
sees what she has a mind to see at half a mile distance; but poring with her eyes
lalf shut at everyone she passes by, she believes much more becoming. The Cupid
an her fan and she have their eyes full on each other, all the time in which
they are both in motion. 'Whenever her eye is turned from that dear object, you
cay have a glance, and your bow, if she is in good humor, returned as civilly as
jrou make it; but that must not be in the presence of a man of greater quality: for
drs. Foss is so thoroughly well bred, that the chief person present has all her
regard. And she, who giggles at divine service, and laughs at her very mother,
;an compose herself at the approach of a man of good estate. Steele uses also
the story method of making a point and of giving more information on the fashions
le wants to satirize. Dekker would have taken a keen delight in Steele's disgust
it that set of young fops "who look upon knowledge of the fashion of the day to
3e the only liberal science. .. .These expletives of human society, though they are
Ln themselves wholly insignificant, become of some consideration when they are
tiixed with others. I am very much at a loss how to define, or under what character
Lestinction, or denomination, to place them, except you give me leave to call them
;he Order of the Insipids. This order is in its extent like that of the Jesuits,
md you see them in every way of life, and in every profession. Tom Modely has
.ong appeared to me to be at the head of this species. By being habitually in
>est company, he knows perfectly well when a coat is well cut or a periwig well
counted. As soon as you enter a place, he tells the next man to him who is your
;ailor, and judges of you more from the choice of your periwig-maker than of
rour friend. His business in this world is to be well dressed; and the greatest
:ircumstance to be recorded in his annals is, that he wears twenty slints a week.
1. The Tatler, No. 36.
2. The Tatler, No. 27.
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?hus, without ever speaking reason among the men, or passion among the women, he
.s everywhere well received; and without any one man's esteem, he has every man's
.ndulgence." Fleeting fads essentially inane in themselves are made more so by
the illumination of the light of reason. "The other day in a coffee-house I stood
>y a young heir, with a fresh, sanguine, and healthy look, who entertained us with
in account of his claps and his diet-drink; though, to my knowledge, he is as
sound as any of his tenants. This worthy youth put me into reflections upon that
subject; and I observed the fantastical humor to be so general that there is
lardly a man who is not more or less tainted with it. The first of this order of
oen are the valetudinarious, who are never in health, but complain of want of
itomach or rest every day till noon, and then devour all which comes before them,
jady Dainty is convinced, that it is necessary for a gentlewoman to be out of
>rder: and to preserve that character, she dines every day in her closet at twelve,
chat she may become her table at two, and be unable to eat in public. About five
/ears ago, I remember it was the fashion to be short-sighted: a man would not own
m acquaintance unless he had first examined him with a glass. However, that mode
>f infirmity is out, and the age has recovered its sight; but the blind seem to be
mcceeded by the lame, and a jaunty limp is the present beauty..... I indeed have
leard of a Gascon General, who, by a lucky grazing of a bullet on the roll of his
stocking, took occasion to halt all his life after.... This sort of affectation
! have known run from one limb or member to another. Before the limpers came in,
! remember a race of lispers, fine persons, who took an aversion to particular
.etters in our language: some never uttered the letter H, and some had as mortal
m aversion to S. Others have had their fashionable defect in their ears and
yould make you repeat all you said twice over Such affectations have been
indeed in the world in ancient times; but they fell into them out of politic
1. The Tatler, No. 166.
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ends. Alexander the Great had wry neck, which made it the fashion in his court
to carry their heads on one side when they came into the presence. One who
thought to outshine the whole court, carried his head so very cotaplaisantly, that
this martial prince gave him so great a box on the ear as to set all the heads of
the court upright." 1 Innumerable other instances of similarity between "The
2
Guls Horn-booke" and the social satire of Steele might be pointed out.
Tho there is a fundamental resemblance between these two, still the point
cannot be pushed too far. Steele's method was always to awaken sentiments and to
teach his readers by showing them the truth. His creed was that "touching on the
malady tenderly was half way to the cure; and there are some faults which need
only to be observed to be amended".
3 Dekker however had none of this aim in his
"Horn-booke". His purpose was simply to ridicule in an inoffensive way the follies
and foibles of his time. He also was guiltless, in this tract at least, of any
attempt at exact portrayal of domestic happiness or appeal thru the softer side
of life. His mission had not the steadying force of reform, nor was his attempt
at entertainment prompted by any very serious purpose. Of course, the most
striking difference is the decided maturity in thot and form and in the variety of
subject matter in Steele and Addison. Both "The Tatler" and "The Spectator"
cover about the same ground. They both ridicule ideals of conduct; both expose
attempts at affectation, the folly of women who marry for money, the stupidity
of preferring society to the homf the tyranny of domination of wives or children,
and the secrets of home life. And so "The Guls Horn-booke" is comparable only in
the descriptions of social frivolities. In the creation and developnent of
character, in the graces and polish of Addison's prose style, in the animating
zeal of the moralist, the Spectator, in the passion for introspection, in the
1. The Tatler, No. 77.
2. for example, The Tatler, 77, 191, 121, 33, 139, 198, 248.
3. The Tatler, No. 149.
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introduction of literary allusions, in the use of the numerous devices, such as
clubs, letters, etc., and in literary criticism, "The Tatler" and "The Spectator"
are far beyond Dekker 1 s simple tract. But the fact remains that the fundamental
purpose of the social satire in both was to criticize society in the light of
common sense.
In temperament as well as production Steele and Dekker must have been very
much alike. It is not hard to imagine Dekker writing to his wife, "the
beautifullest object in the world", from a tavern or a friend's house asking
constantly to be excused from appearing at dinner - generally because he was too
unsteady to walk the narrow streets - or sending with the disordered note parcels
of tea, perhaps of walnuts or some small coin, or giving instructions to his wife
how to put off or avoid the creditors. Both men were full of humane tenderness,
hearty sympathy, and good humor. Both were educated in the college of experience
and both were filled with the inexhaustible gleefulness of children. Also each
man crannied his worldly life full of minutes and hours of pure joy and each
extracted the maximum of pleasure from the everyday world as he found it. If the
contemporaries of Thomas Dekker could have left bits of stories about his intimate
life as did the men of Steele's age, we would probably have the same whimsical
tales of petty sins, of momentarily dejected repentance, of affection and whole-
hearted enthusiasms.
In general, Dekker had the sympathy with daily life, the knowledge of
character, the keenness of observation, the feeling, humor, fancy, and variety
necessary for the true essayist. But he had not the habit of mind which sees in
the most trivial commonplaces of everyday surroundings, as well as in the most
consequential incidents, the epitome of all life; he nowhere wrota a complete
tract dominated by some mood or fancy; he was not equipped with a vast store of
classical learning or wisdom; and he had none of the egotism of the typical
essayist. "The Batchelor' Banquet" shows his knowledge of character, his powers
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of observation and sympathy, but it fails to take advantage of the situation for
the play of thot and fancy on familiar ideas which the true essayist would have
been unable to resist. The purpose here is simply to present vivid, life-like
camera pictures of several women; to this aim all else is subordinated. The same
purpose - that of drawing pictures - in "The Bellman of London" is temporarily-
lost sight of at the beginning when Dekker not only seems to be intent upon
placing his pictures in an attractive frame of narrative, but also seems to catch
the note of the reflective, meditative spirit rambling in fancy and imagination.
The exquisite delight of allowing his thots to dwell in the rare air of self-
revelation he tastes for a few fleeting moments. But this snatch of a tone akin
to the essay is only fugitive and the rest of the tract is a realistic picture
painted with the aid of the mud of London streets. In "A Strange Horse-lace" the
rambling discursiveness at the beginning and a passage inserted in the descriptions
of the races, "Now as after the cleare streame hath glided away in his owne current
the bottome is muddy and troubled. And as I have often seene, after the finish-
ing of some worthy Tragedy or Catastrophe, in the open Theatres, that the sceane
after the Epilogue hath beene more blacke then the most horrid sceane in fhe
play wasnletc, have the same charm which comes from a light tossing of ideas
and a frank unmasking of intimately personal thots. Again Dekker mi3ses an
opportunity. The pages of serious or whimsical reflection which the true essayist
would have spun from the easily inferred significance of the races of the metals
as an epitome of all human action are completely missing. Such a mellow touch of
philosophical import does not seem to have been possible for Dekker. "The
Wonderful Yeare" with its abundance of action and concrete details reproduces a
situation with almost child-like insistence on its terror and immediate
consequences - a situation sympathetically and exactly realized but not thotfully
1. Works, III, 340.
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considered. "The- Seven Deadly Sins" has the eloquence, vehemence of feeling,
occasional passionate outbursts, which often come near being lyrical, of the essay
in its more ecstatic moods, hut the tract is cast in an old mold and so it
becomes all too frequently dry and conventional. With the exception of "The Guls
loro-booke" these are the only snatches of the essay spirit to he found in
Dekker.
Even the coldest reader must respond to this impetuous, impulsive, generous
personality which permeates all five volumes of Dekker 1 s prose. The depth of
gaiety and joyous ardor which hind together sharp-cut ting, keenly-glancing strokes
of character portrayal and sophisticated perception, are as irresistible as the
occasional flashes of strange tenderness and sensitiveness. Dekker' s sense
for the ludicrous in men and in situations, his slyness, and his kind-hearted
good humor light up all he has written. His humor, it is true, was never the
subtle "good smile become vocal "; it was always a laugh which involved "his whole
man". He responded to the life of the world as he found it and was able to
squeeze from his own very unpromising existence a maximum of joy and hope and
good will. His captivating gaiety was the spontaneous overflow of a light heart
amd a nimble brain. The simplicity and naturalness of his character bred
sympathies for the low and the humorous rather than for the high and the sublime.
Yet his simple, buoyant piety and his deep trust in the ultimate triumph of good
gave him a religious sense to combat evil and to serve as an armor against the
world. There is, as has been indicated, very little of the speculative, the lofty
impersonal, meditative interest in ideas. His mind always has a shambling
gait prone to totter into any tempting, promising bypath. However, his sins
are mostly venial;, and his earnest desire to leave the world he walked in a little
better than it was when he found it, his healthy aversion to cruelty, his absolute
sincerity compensate for his frequent lapses of taste and his inability to walk
the path of submission to rigid literary ideals.
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